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THESE POSTERS DISPLAYED MONDAY - THURSDAY 
1 ABRF-sPRG2006 Study: A Proteomics Standard; Jeffrey A 
Kowalak1; Philip C. Andrews2; David Arnott3; Mary Ann 
Gawinowicz4; William S. Lane5; Kathryn S. Lilley6; Larry 
Martin7; Steven E. Stein8; 1National Institute of Mental 
Health, Bethesda, MD; 2University of Michigan School of 
Medicine, Ann Arbor, MI; 3Genentech, Inc, So. San Francisco, 
CA; 4Columbia University, New York, NY; 5Harvard 
University, Cambridge, MA; 6Cambridge University, 
Cambridge, UK; 7East-West University, Chicago, IL; 
8National Institute of Standards and Technology, 
Gaithersburg, MD
2 Teach Protein Identification, Polymer Analysis and the 
Analysis of Cocaine in Hair Using an Internet Based Mass 
Spectrometry Lab; Mark E. Bier1; Joseph Grabowski2;
1Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA; 2University of 
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
3 The Bendix Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer; Michael A. 
Grayson1; 1Washington University, St Louis, MO
4 ABRF-PRG2006: Quantitative Proteomics Study; A.M. 
Falick1; J.A. Kowalak2; W.S. Lane3; K.S. Lilley4; B.S. 
Phinney5; C.W. Turck6; S.T. Weintraub7; H.E. Witkowska8;
1HHMI Mass Spec Lab., Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA; 
2National Institutes of Health (NIMH), Bethesda, MD; 
3Harvard University, Cambridge, MA; 4Cambridge 
University, Cambridge, UK; 5University of California, Davis, 
CA; 6Max Planck Institute of Psychiatry, Munich, Germany; 
7Univ. of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, TX; 
8BRC, University of California, San Francisco, CA
5 Proposal for a Common Nomenclature of Fragment Ions 
in the Mass Spectra of Synthetic Polymers; Anthony T. 
Jackson1; Robert P. Lattimer2; Philip C. Price3; William E. 
Wallace4; Chrys Wesdemiotis5; 1ICI Measurement Science 
Grp., Wilton, UK; 2Noveon, Inc., Cleveland, OH; 3Dow 
Chemical Co., South Charleston, WV; 4National Institute of 
Standards & Technology, Gaithersburg, MD; 5University of 
Akron, Akron, OH
6 Francis William Aston - International Man of Mystery;
Kevin M Downard1; 1The University of Sydney, Sydney, 
Australia 
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MONDAY POSTERS 
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF  
DRUGS AND METABOLITES I 
MP 9 The Quantitation of Fentanyl in Equine Serum using 
Linear Ion Trap Mass Spectrometry; Brooks H Nelson1;
Keith D Zientek1; David Pirman1; L. Chris Sanchez1; Cynthia 
Cole1; 1University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
MP 10 Withdrawn
MP 11 Stabilization of the Clopidogrel Active Metabolite in 
Whole Blood and its Assay in Human Plasma by LC-
MS/MS; Makoto Takahashi1; Henrianna Pang2; Akiko 
Kikuchi3; Kiyoshi Kawabata1; Atsushi Kurihara1; Nagy A. 
Farid4; Toshihiko Ikeda1; 1Sankyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan; 
2LLBR, Eli Lilly Canada, Toronto, Canada; 3Hitachi Science 
Systems, Ltd., Ibaraki, Japan; 4Lilly Research Laboratories, 
Indianapolis, IN
MP 12 A Novel Validated Liquid Chromatographic-Tandem 
Mass Spectroscopy Method for the Quantification of 
Abiraterone Acetate and Abiraterone in Human Plasma;
Florence Raynaud1; Vanessa Martins1; Nicola Wilsher1;
Yasmin Asad1; 1The Institute of Cancer Research, Sutton, 
Surrey, England
MP 13 A New LC/MS/MS Method for Quantitation of 
Moxifloxacin in Human Plasma; Yong-Xi Li1; Dawei Zhou1;
1XenoBiotic Laborateries, Inc., Plainsboro, NJ
MP 14 Monitoring Antineoplastic Benzyl Styryl Sulfone Analog 
ON 01910.Na in Phase I Clinical Trial; Sool Yeon Cho1;
John Roboz1; Stanely C. Bell2; Premkumar Reddy3; Takao 
Ohnuma1; 1Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, NY; 
2Onconova Therapeutics Inc., Lawrenceville, NJ; 3Temple 
University, Philadelphia, PA
MP 15 Analysis of Nanomolar Drug Compound A in a Complex 
Ophthalmic Formulation Using Quantitative Tandem 
Mass Spectrometry; Leah A. Buhler1; John M. Ballard2;
Brian T. Hill1; Qingxi Wang1; 1Merck Research Laboratories, 
West Point, PA; 2M-Scan, Inc., West Chester, PA
MP 16 Quantitation of Loratadine and Descarboethoxy 
Loratadine in Human Plasma by HPLC-Tandem Mass 
Spectrometry using an API 5000; Melissa J. Meyer1;
Matthew J. Amundson1; Laura V. Baum1; Darren J. Hoffman1;
Andrew M. Osenga1; Ardeshir Khadang1; 1PRACS Institute, 
Ltd., Fargo, ND
MP 17 Quantitative Analysis of Total Phenylephrine in Human 
Plasma by Turbo Ionspray LC-MS-MS; William K Haisch1;
Dan J Aufman1; Ardeshir Khadang1; Jessie S Lindemann2;
1PRACS Institute, Ltd., Fargo, ND; 2EraGen Biosciences, 
Madison, WI
MP 18 Simultaneous LC-MS/MS Quantitation of Sulforaphane 
and its Metabolites: Investigation of Sulforaphane 
Metabolism in Rat Tissues; Karolina M. Krasinska1; Suvarna 
Bhamre2; James D. Brooks2; Allis S. Chien1; 1Vincent Coates 
Foundation Mass Spectrometry Lab, Stanford, CA; 
2Department of Urology, Stanford School of Medicine, 
Stanford, CA
MP 19 Quantitative Analysis of the Chemoprevention Agent 
Isoliquiritigenin in Rat Plasma Using Liquid 
Chromatography-Tandem Mass Spectrometry; Jian Guo1;
John M. Pezzuto2; Richard B. van Breemen*1; 1University of 
Illinois College of Pharmacy, Chicago, IL; 2Purdue University 
School of Pharmacy, West Lafayette , IN
MP 20 Automated Solid Phase Extraction of Fexofenadine, 
Pseudophendrine, and Cetirizine from Human Plasma and 
Subsequent Quantitation by LC/MS/MS; Robert J. Brooks1;
Daniel Pederson1; Darren Hoffman1; Melisa Meyer1; Laura 
Baum1; Scott Kragerud2; Autumn Dinnel1; Ardeshir 
Khadang1; 1PRACS Institute, Ltd., Fargo, ND; 2Array-
Biopharma, Boulder, CO
MP 21 Analysis of Naloxone and Nornaloxone by High 
Performance Liquid Chromatography-Electrospry 
Ionization-Tandem Mass Spectrometry; Wenfang B. Fang1;
David E. Moody1; Elinore F. McCance-Katz2; 1Center for 
Human Toxicology, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT; 
2Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA
MP 22 LC-MS Method-Selectivity Enhancement by Combining 
FAIMS with Highly-Selective Reaction Monitoring (H-
SRM) for Drug Urinalysis; Randy W. Purves1; David A. 
Barnett1; James T. Kapron1; 1Thermo Electron, Ottawa, 
Canada
MP 23 LC-ES/MS/MS Analysis of Synephrine and Octopamine in 
Rat Serum; Nathan C Twaddle1; Deborah K Hansen1; Daniel 
R Doerge1; 1National Center for Toxicological Research, 
Jefferson, AR
MP 24 Improved Signal-to-Noise Ratio in the Analysis of 
Clenbuterol in Urine using LC-FAIMS-H-SRM; Rohan 
Thakur1; James Kapron2; 1Thermo Electron Corp, San Jose, 
CA; 2Thermo Electron, Ottawa, Canada
MP 25 Automated 96-Well SPE and LC-MS/MS Determination of 
Artemether and its Active Metabolite Dihydroartemisinin 
in Human Plasma; Ojitkumar Lukram1; Ashok K1; Nagnath 
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B1; Padgaonkar K1; M.C Agarwal2; D Kumar2; Asha Oroskar3;
Anil Oroskar3; Saurabh Parikh3; Nirav Thakkar3; 1Drug 
Monitoring Research Institute, Mumbai, India; 2Department 
of Chemistry Government Model Science, Gwalior, India; 
3Orochem Technologies Inc, Lombard, IL
MP 26 A Rapid and Selective Method for the Analysis of GGTI-
2418 in Mouse Plasma by HPLC/MS/MS; Lori Coward1;
Corenna Kerstner-Wood1; Lea Cork1; Greg Gorman1; Pat 
Noker1; Andrew Hamilton3; Said Sebti2; Lee Jia4; 1Southern 
Research Institute, Birmingham, AL; 2Moffitt Research 
Institute, University of South FL, Tampa, FL; 3Yale 
University, New Haven, CT; 4National Cancer Institute, 
Bethesda, MD
MP 27 LC-MS/MS Method for the Simultaneous Quantitation of 
Butorphanol, Morphine, Morphine-3-Glucuronide, 
Morphine-6-Glucuronide in Human Plasma and Urine;
Minghong Jia1; Roger B. Fillingim1; George N. Henderson1;
1Univ. of Florida, Gaineville, FL
MP 28 Ultrasensitive (<1 pg/ml) Determination of a Drug in 
Human Plasma Utilizing HPLC Combined with Q TRAP 
Mass Spectrometry using SRM; Manfred Zell1; Christophe 
Husser1; Bernd Steinhuber1; 1F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd, 
Basel, Switzerland
MP 29 High Throughput Analysis of Rabeprazole in Human 
Plasma by LC-MS-MS; Dan J. Aufman1; Gabriel 
Hardmeyer2; Cindy A. Ackerland1; Matthew J. Amundson1;
Ardeshir Khadang1; 1PRACS Institute, Fargo, ND; 2A.T. Still 
University, Mesa, AZ
MP 30 Development of a LC/MS Method for the Quantitation of 
Compound A, Ketoconazole, and Pentobarbital Using the 
Spiderling Column Selection System; Chengwei Fang1;
James Bostick1; 1Merck Research Laboratories, Merck &Co., 
Inc, West Point, PA
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF DRUGS:  
METHOD DEVELOPMENT I 
MP 31 A Fully Automated Assay to Evaluate Drug Candidate 
Stability in Biological Matrices; Jinnan Cai1; Huidong Gu1;
Yuzhong Deng1; Steve Unger1; 1Bristol-Myers Squibb, 
Princeton, NJ
MP 32 The Impact of Liposomes in Matrix on the Application of 
Hydrophilic Interaction Liquid Chromatography / 
Tandem Mass Spectrometric Analysis; Jiongwei Pan1; Mark 
Leahy1; Jacob Maguigad1; Xiangyu Jiang1; 1Covance The 
Development Services Company, Madison, WI
MP 33 Identification and Solution of Metabolite Overestimation 
During Support of Clinical Sample Analysis by 
LC/MS/MS; Michael J Avery1; Debra Carson1; 1Pfizer 
PGRD, Groton, CT
MP 34 Assessment of The Effect of Matrix Components on 
Accuracy of Quantitation; Kimberly L. Norwood1; Edward 
G. Green1; David M. Wilson1; Richard S. Hucker2; John R 
Perkins1; 1Advion BioSciences, Ithaca, NY; 2Pfizer Global 
Research & Development, Sandwich, England
MP 35 Quantitative Analysis of 4-Trifluoromethylumbelliferyl 
Glucuronide Using HPLC-MS/MS: In vitro Evaluation of 
Inhibition of Glucronidation by P450 Chemical Inhibitors;
Anthony Barros1; 1Bristol-Myers Squibb, Lawrenceville, NJ
MP 36 Probing Electrospray Lipid Matrix Ionization Effects in 
the Analysis of Drugs in Plasma Samples; James L. Little1;
Michael F. Wempe1; Charles Buchanan1; 1Eastman Chemical 
Company, Kingsport, TN
MP 37 Principal Component Analysis Tools to Visualize Matrix 
Effects in Quantitative LC-MS Bioanalysis; Emmanuel 
Bourgogne1; Emmanuel Varesio1; Gérard Hopfgartner1;
1LSMS, EPGL-University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland
MP 38 Minimizing Matrix Effects on Bioanalysis of Drug Entities 
to Support Drug Discovery; Hong Gao1; Licong Jiang2;
Jianbo Zhang1; Christopher Brummel1; 1Vertex 
Pharmaceuticals Inc., Cambridge, MA; 2Vertex 
Pharmaceuticals Inc, San Diego, CA
MP 39 Ion Suppression Mapping: A Tool for Assessing the 
Transferability of Quantitative ESI-LC/MS Methods;
David N. Heller1; 1FDA Center for Veterinary Medicine, 
Laurel, MD
MP 40 Multiple Plasma Analyses using Rat Plasma Calibration 
Standards: Killing Three Birds with One Stone; Christine 
M. Gambino1; 1Memory Pharmaceuticals, Montvale, NJ
MP 41 Monitoring LC-MS Matrix-Effect Causing Phospholipids 
of Different Classes via Neutral Loss and Precursor Ion 
Scans in Positive and Negative Electrospray; Mohammed 
Jemal1; Zheng Ouyang1; Yuan-Qing Xia1; 1Bristol-Myers 
Squibb, Princeton, NJ
MP 42 Highly Selective LC/MS/MS Method with Resolution of 1’-
Hydroxy and 4-Hydroxymidazolam for CYP3A Activity 
Assessment In vitro; Girish Gudi1; Kenneth Matuszak1;
Patricia Stuart1; Zhiwen Guan1; Maria Beconi1; 1Abbott 
Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL
MP 43 Using Supercritical Fluid Chromatography MS to 
Alleviate the Imprecision in Bioanalysis Resulting from the 
Matrix Effect of Phospholipids; Rui Chen1; Jennifer 
VanAnda1; Patrick Bennett23; Edward Brewer23; 1Mettler 
Toledo Autochem, Inc., Newark, DE; 2Tandem Labs, A 
Division of NWT Inc., Salt Lake City , UT; 3Tandem Labs, A 
Division of NWT Inc., West Trenton, NJ
MP 44 Application of Weak Reversed-Phase Retention on Silica 
Column to Remove Matrix Suppression in LC-MS/MS;
Earl Moore1; Khanh Nguyen1; Patrick Lin1; 1Alta Analytical 
Laboratories, El Dorado Hills, CA
MP 45 Obstacles to Lowering the Preclinical LLOQ from 500 TO 
50 PG/ML for a Clinical Study; David P Wolford1; Michael 
J Avery1; 1Pfizer PGRD, Groton, CT
MP 46 Ionization Effects of Mobile Phase Additives on Stable 
Isotopically Labeled Internal Standards in Quantitative 
LC/MS/MS Analysis; Danny W. Choo1; Chinedu D. Nriagu1;
Irina R. Miksa1; 1Merck & Co., Inc., West Point, PA
MP 47 Matrix Effect Caused by Freeze-Thaw? A Case Study for 
Plasma Sample Analysis Using Direct-Injection 
LC/MS/MS; Guowen Liu1; Anthony Barros1; Mike-Qingtao 
Huang1; Naidong Weng1; Mark E. Arnold1; Steve Unger1;
1Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., New Brunswick, NJ
MP 48 Optimization for the Quantitative Analysis of Zwitter Ion 
Compounds in DMPK on the Drug Discovery; Hiroya 
Miura1; Toshiko Yahata1; Kazuyo Nakagawa2; Masayuki 
Kubota2; 1Astellas Pharm INc, Tsukuba, Japan; 2Thermo 
Electron Corp., Yokohama, Japan
MP 49 Alternatives to Standard Bioanalysis; Michael L. Bass1;
Lara D. Penn1; David Weller1; Changyu Quang1; Roger 
Winters1; Lucinda H. Cohen1; 1Pfizer Global Research and 
Development, Ann Arbor, MI
MP 50 High Throughput Cytochrome P450 Inhibition Study 
Analysis with Capillary LC-MSMS; Themis Flarakos1; Ari 
Gritsas1; Tanya N Gamble2; Peter Kovarik2; J.C. Yves Le 
Blanc2; 1MDS Pharma Services, Montreal, Canada; 2Applied 
Biosystems|MDS Sciex, Concord, Canada
MP 51 Factors Affecting Quantification in Atmospheric Pressure 
Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry; Lisandra Cubero 
Herrera1; J. Stuart Grossert1; Louis Ramaley1; 1Dalhousie 
University, Halifax, NS, Canada
MP 52 Quantification of a Cytochrome P450 3A4 Substrate, 
Buspirone, in Human Plasma by LC-MS/MS; Wade M. 
Chew1; Min-Jian Xu1; H-H. Sherry Chow1; 1Arizona Cancer 
Center, The University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
MP 53 Comparative Evaluation of Four SPE Micro-Extraction 
Procedures for Biological Sample Extraction with 
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LC/MS/MS Analysis; Ming Wang1; Kasia Hopek1; Chinedu 
D. Nriagu1; Irina R. Miksa1; Harold D. Lanzoni1; 1Merck & 
Co., Inc., West Point, PA
MP 54 Rapid Detection and Quantitation of Glucuronides 
Utilizing ESI In-Source Fragmentation; Eugene J. 
Eisenberg1; 1Gilead Sciences, Inc., Foster City, CA
MP 55 Evaluation of Dried Blood Spots for Quantitation in Drug 
Discovery by LC-MS/MS; Elizabeth A. Mahan1; Joan Ellis1;
Laquisha Hamilton1; Carmen Fernandez-Metzler1; 1Merck
Research Laboratories, West Point , PA
QUANTITATION OF ENDOGENOUS COMPOUNDS  
AND NATURAL PRODUCTS 
MP 56 Development of a High-Throughput SPE-LC-MS/MS 
Method to Quantify Trace Levels of Endogenous 
Thiocyanate in Complex Biological Fluids; Frank A. Kero1;
Matthew M. Booth1; Donn M. Dennis1; Bruce A. Goldberger1;
Gregory E. Conner2; Richard A. Yost1; 1University of Florida, 
Gainesville, Florida; 2University of Miami, Miami, FL
MP 57 Method Development for Quantification of Asparagine 
Synthetase in Leukemia Cell Lines; Susan E Abbatiello1;
Thomas P Conrads2; Timothy D Veenstra2; John R Eyler1;
Nigel G J Richards1; 1University of Florida, Department of 
Chemistry, Gainesville, FL; 2SAIC-Frederick, Inc., Frederick, 
MD
MP 58 Quantitation of Cellular Redox Intermediates and 
Nuclotide Phosphates in Cultured Cells; Anthony J. 
Romanelli Jr. 1; Richard G. Kibbey2; Gary W. Cline2; James 
A. Ferguson1; 1Applied Biosystems, Framingham, MA; 2Yale 
University, New Haven, CT
MP 59 Enatiomeric Determination of Salsolinols in Plasma by 
High-Performance Liquid Chromatography-Electrospray-
Tandem Mass Spectrometry (HPLC-ESI-MS/MS);
Jeongrim Lee1; Bill Huang1; Zhixin Yuan1; Hee-Yong Kim1;
1NIH/NIAAA, Rockville, MD
MP 60 Direct-Injection LC/MS/MS Determination of M+4 Stable 
Isotope Labeled Cortisone and Cortisol in Human 
Microdialysate; Amy Y. Yang1; Li Sun1; Jin Zhang1; Donald 
G. Musson1; Jamie J. Zhao1; Eric J. Woolf1; 1Merck & Co., 
Inc, West Point, PA
MP 61 Rapid LC-MS/MS Method for the Detection of GL-3 
Biomarker in Fabry Disease – Advantages of using Urine 
Filter Paper Samples; Christiane Auray-Blais1; Denis Cyr1;
Robert Giguère1; Bernard Lemieux1; Régen Drouin1;
1Université de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada
MP 62 Quantifying the Concentration of Glucose in Tears by ESI-
MS; Christopher R. Taormina1; Justin T. Baca1; David N. 
Finegold1; Sanford A. Asher1; Joseph J. Grabowski1;
1University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
MP 63 The Application of GC/MS to Quantify 17&beta;-
Estradiol within the Thyroid-Gonad Signaling Pathway of 
the American Alligator (Alligator mississippiensis); John A. 
Bowden1; Dieldrich S. Bermudez1; Louis J. Guillette Jr. 1;
Richard A. Yost1; 1University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
MP 64 Ultra-Performance Liquid Chromatography/Tandem 
Mass Spectrometric Determination of Testosterone and its 
Metabolites in in vitro Samples; Ganfeng Wang1; Yunsheng 
Hsieh1; Xiaoming Cui1; Kuo-Chi Cheng1; Walter A. 
Korfmacher1; 1Schering-Plough Research Institute, 
Kenilworth, NJ
MP 65 Increased Organic Content Mobile Phases for Optimum 
Ionization Efficiency Allowing for Rapid Analysis of 
Pyridoxine in Human Plasma; John Chapdelaine1; Evgueni 
Fedorov1; Jean-François Larocque1; Michael Mancini1;
1Warnex, Laval, Quebec, Canada
MP 66 Development of Liquid Chromatography/Tandem Mass 
Spectrometry Methods for Quantitation of Cyclic 
Nucleotides (cGMP and cAMP) as Biomarkers; Yanhua 
Zhang1; Brian Sanchez2; Charles Stankovic1; Wenlin Li1;
Gabriella Szekely-Klepser1; Scott Fountain1; Nalini 
Sadagopan1; 1Pfizer Inc. Biomarker Implementation Group, 
Ann Arbor, MI; 2Pfizer Inc. Inflammation Biology, Ann Arbor, 
MI
MP 67 Biomarkers of Ethanol in Equine Urine by Liquid 
Chromatography-Tandem Mass Spectrometry; Youwen 
You1; Cornelius Uboh1; Lawrence Soma1; Fuyu Guan1;
Jeffrey Rudy2; 1School of Veterinary Medicine, University of 
Penn., Kennett Square, PA; 2PA Equine Toxicology and 
Research Center, West Chester, PA
MP 68 Bioanalytical Analysis of Non-Polar Lipids in Tears using 
LC/MS; Feng Zhong1; Yu Gu2; Janusz Pawliszyn2; Terry 
McMahon2; Lyndon W. Jones2; 1MDS Sciex, Concord, ON, 
Canada; 2University of Waterloo, Waterloo, ON, Canada
MP 69 Surface Activated Chemical Ionization in the Analysis of 
Markers of Cardiac Diseases; Lorenzo Zingaro1; Viviana 
Cavalca1; Luigi Rossi Bernardi2; Cristina Canton3; Marco 
Cantu4; Simone Cristoni5; 1Monzino Cardiology Center, 
Milan, Italy; 2University of Milan, Milan, Italy; 3CNR of 
Milan, Milan, Italy; 4Biotrack, Lodi Milan, Italy; 5ISB, Milan, 
Italy
MP 70 A Sensitive 96-well MicroElute SPE-LC-MS/MS Method 
for the Quantitation of Cortisone and Cortisol in Rat 
Plasma; Xiao Ding1; Mark Rose1; Maurice Emery1; Robert 
Kimura2; Christopher James1; 1Amgen, Inc., Thousand Oaks, 
CA; 2Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL
MP 71 Validation of Calcitriol (Vitamin-D3) in Human Serum by 
HPLC-MS-MS and UPLC-MS-MS and Subsequent 
Analysis of Samples From a Clinical Study; David J 
Browne1; Mohammed Abrar1; Sunetha Diaram1; David 
Bakes1; Morten Carlsen2; 1Covance Laboratories, Harrogate, 
UK; 2Leo Pharma A/S, Ballerup, Denmark
MP 72 Quantification Of Corticosteroids From Ex Vivo Activity 
Assay; Lan Gao1; William Chiou1; Xueheng Cheng1; Heidi 
Camp1; David Burns1; 1Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL
MP 73 Quantitative Analysis using LC-MS-MS of PGE2 and 
PGD2 in Cellular Supernatant Samples; Hongmei Cao1;
Gye Young Park2; Anser Azim2; Biji Mathew2; Xuerong 
Wang2; John W. Christman*2; Richard B. van Breemen*1;
1University of Illinois College of Pharmacy, Chicago, IL; 
2University of Illinois College of Medicine, Chicago, IL
MP 74 Quantification of Fatty Acid Ethyl Esters as Biomarkers 
by HPLC/ Electrospray Mass Spectroscopy; Whitney V 
Milec1; Chrys Wesdemiotis1; 1The University of Akron, Akron 
, OH
MP 76 Quantitative Analysis of Malachite Green and its 
Metabolite in Aquaculture Samples from Asia; Matthew E 
Grigg1; YanLing Yu2; Charles C Liu2; 1Applied Biosystems, 
Singapore, Singapore; 2Applied Biosystems, Shanghai, China
MP 77 Quantification of Heart Fatty Acid Binding Protein as a 
Biomarker for Drug-Induced Cardiac and Muscloskeletal 
Necroses; Yuejun Zhen1Michael J Berna1, Zhaoyan Jin1,
David E Watson1, Bradley L Ackermann1, John E Hale1; 1Eli
Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, IN
MP 78 High Throughput LC-MS/MS Quantitative Analysis of 
Amino Acids in Arabidopsis Seeds and Leaves; Lijun 
Chen1; Liping Gu1; Yan Lu1; Robert L. Last1; A. Daniel 
Jones1; 1Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI
MP 79 Quantitative Determination of 7a-OH 
Dehydroepiandrosterone and 7ß-OH 
Dehydroepiandrostrone in Rat Brain Microsome Mixtures 
Using LC/MS/MS; Aiqun Li1; James C Bigelow1; 1Idaho 
State University, College of Pharmacy, Pocatello, ID
MP 80 Quantitation of 1-Methyl and 3-Methylhistidine by LC-
MS/MS for the Assessment of Skeletal Muscle 
Degradation; Gabriela A. Kulp1; Calin G. Znamirovschi2;
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1Shriners Hospital for Children, Galveston, TX; 2Thermo 
Electron Corporation, West Palm Beach, FL
MP 81 Quantification of Prebiotic Oligosaccharides by Negative 
Ion Mode LC-MS Multiple Reaction Monitoring (MRM);
Bernd Stahl1; Marko Mank1; Jianru Stahl-Zeng2; 1Numico 
Research Germany, Friedrichsdorf, Germany; 2Applied 
Biosystems, Darmstadt, Germany
MP 82 Identification and Quantification of Soy Isoflavonoids in 
Human Urine Using Triple Quadrupole-Linear Ion-Trap 
Mass Spectrometer; Sudha S Marimanikkuppam1; Michael L 
Wachter1; Mindy S Kurzer1; 1University of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis, MN
CLINICAL CHEMISTRY I 
MP 83 Avoiding Artifacts in Acylcarnitine Profiling; Martin 
Sadilek1; Katerina Sadilkova2; Rhona M. Jack2; 1University of 
Washington, Seattle, WA; 2Children's Hospital and Regional 
Medical Center, Seattle, WA
MP 84 Improvement in the Analysis of 4-Aminobiphenyl in 
Hemoglobin Adducts and Urine in Nonsmokers by On-
Column GC Tandem Mass Spectrometry; Tiffany H. 
Seyler1; J. Thomas Bernert1; 1CDC/NCEH/DLS, Atlanta, GA
MP 85 Separation and Quantitation of Complex Amino Acid 
Derivatives in Plasma; Ray Chen1; Jennifer Huang1; Charlie 
Van Wandelen1; Chris Loran1; 1Thermo Electron Corp, San 
Jose, CA
MP 86 Determination of New Anabolic Agents in Urine – SARMs 
and Synthetic Insulins; Mario Thevis1; Matthias Kamber2;
Andreas Thomas1; Philippe Delahaut3; Alain Bosseloir4;
Wilhelm Schänzer1; 1Institute of Biochemistry/ German Sport 
University, Cologne, Germany; 2Federal Office of Sports, 
Magglingen, Switzerland; 3Centre d’Economie Rurale, 
Marloie, Belgium; 4ZenTech, Angleur, Belgium
MP 87 Preanalytical Variability and the Stability of Human 
Plasma Proteins: Mass Spectrometry Changes of Peptides 
Post Blood Collection; Jizu Yi1; Changki Kim1; Craig A 
Gelfand1; 1BD Diagnostics, Preanalytic System, Feanklin 
Lakes, NJ
MP 88 NanoESI-MS Profiling of Erythrocytes as a Tool for 
Studying Clinical Response to Oxaliplatin Chemotherapy 
in Cancer Patients; Xing-Fang Li1; Rupasri Mandal1; Jun 
Pang1; Michael Sawyer1; 1University of Alberta, Edmonton, 
Canada
MP 89 Diagnosis of Chronic Hepatorenal Tyrosinemia Type 1 in 
Urine by Flow Injection Tandem Mass Spectrometry;
David W Johnson1; 1Women's and Children's Hospital, North 
Adelaide, Australia
MP 90 Evaluation of a Multiplexed Enhanced Pressure Pumping 
System in Clinical Diagnostics; Russell P Grant1; Mary K 
Morr1; Andrew D Wagner1; 1Esoterix inc., Calabasas Hills, 
CA
MP 91 Measuring Endogenous Free and Total Estrogens and 
Estrogen Metabolites in Human Serum by High-
Performance Liquid Chromatography-Tandem Mass 
Spectrometry; Xia Xu1; John M. Roman1; Haleem J. Issaq1;
Roni Falk2; Larry K. Keefer3; Regina G. Ziegler2; Timothy D. 
Veenstra1; 1SAIC-Frederick, Inc., Frederick, MD; 2National 
Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD; 3National Cancer Institute at 
Frederick, Frederick, MD
MP 92 Characterization of Hemoglobin Variants Using 
Hyphenated LC-MS/MS Technologies; Sonja Hess1; Ruth 
Huettenhain2; 1NIH, Bethesda, MD; 2University of Bonn, 
Bonn, Germany
MP 93 A Quantitative Method For Simultaneous Determination 
of Seven Vitamins Including D2, D3, Mono-Hydroxy 
Metabolites and Dihydroxy Metabolites in Human Serum;
Yan Ling Zhang1; Valerie Burns1; Leah Swanson1; Michol 
Rothman1; Margaret Wierman1; Chester Ridgeway1; Uwe 
Christians1; 1University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, 
Denver, CO
MP 94 Rapid Determination of Steroids for Newborn Screening 
for Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia (CAH) by Turbulent 
Flow Liquid Chromatography-Tandem Mass 
Spectrometry (LC-MS/MS); Jean M. Lacey1; Mark J. 
Magera1; Joseph M. Di Bussolo2; Silvia Tortorelli1; SiHoun 
Hahn1; Piero Rinaldo1; Dietrich Matern1; 1Mayo Clinic, 
Rochester, MN; 2Cohesive Technologies, Franklin, MA
MP 95 Measurement of Serum Dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) 
by LC-MS/MS; Ravinder J. Singh1; Robert E. Nelson1; Stefan 
K. Grebe1; 1Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN
MP 96 Fragmentation Specific Stable Isotope Dilution 
Measurement of Asymmetric and Symmetric 
Dimethylarginines Using Electrospray Mass 
Spectrometry-Mass Spectrometry; R Neil Dalton1; Charles 
Turner2; 1King's College London, London, UK; 2Guy's & St 
Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK
SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR LC/MS I 
MP 97 Vial to File - A New Paradigm for Sample Analysis in a 
GLP Laboratory; Roger N. Hayes1; James E. Schiller1; Hui 
Lin1; Dirk Hiemstra2; Steven Eendhuizen2; Rob Castien2;
1Schering-Plough Research Institute, Lafayette, NJ; 2Spark 
Holland, Emmen, The Netherlands
MP 98 Direct Injection of the Organic Phase From Liquid-Liquid 
Extraction of Biological Samples onto a Reversed Phase 
Column in Drug Discovery; Henrik Zackari1; Gunilla 
Jerndal1; 1AstraZeneca R&D, Molndal, Sweden
MP 99 Optimization of Sample Preparation for LC-MS/MS 
Analysis of Basic Pharmaceuticals from Serum using Solid 
Phase Extraction; Jason Blodgett1; Vivek Joshi1; Nanying 
Bian2; 1Millipore Corporation, Danvers, MA; 2Millipore 
Corp., Bedford, MA
MP 100 Determination of Antibiotic Compounds in Water by On-
Line SPE(Solid-Phase Extraction)-Liquid 
Chromatography Mass Spectrometry; Keun-Joo Choi1;
Sang-Goo Kim1; Hee-Jong Son1; Pyung-Jong You1; Chang-
Won Kim2; Seung-Hyun Kim3; Sook-Hwa Kweon4; 1Water 
Quality Research Institute, Busan, Korea; 2Department of 
Environmental Engenering, Busan, Korea; 3Department of 
civil Enginering, Kyungnam, Korea; 4Application Support 
Team, Seoul, Korea
MP 101 A Novel Method for Quantifying Reduced and Oxidized 
Glutathione in Plasma by LC-MS-MS; Roy C Bogseth1;
Kelly L Balla1; Todd S Wielgos1; 1Baxter Healthcare, Round 
Lake, IL
MP 102 Evaluation of Chemical Stability and Assay Quality Using 
Focused Acoustic Energy Tissue Homogenization and LC-
MS/MS Analysis; Hang Zeng1; Kristen MacFarland1; Joe 
Gallagher1; Ping Wang1; Daksha Desai-Krieger1; 1Johnson & 
Johnson Pharmaceutical R&D, PCD, Spring House, PA
MP 103 Quantitative Determination of Gaboxadol in Biological 
Samples by LC-MS/MS; Morten A. Kall1; Patrick Vallano2;
Irong Fu2; Tina Dige1; Eric Woolf2; Martin Jørgensen1; 1Drug 
ADME Research, H. Lundbeck, Copenhagen, Denmark; 
2Dept.of Drug Metabolism, Merck Research Laboratory, West 
Point, PA
MP 104 Matrix Removal and Matrix Effect Elimination by 
HTLC/MS/MS; John Brann1; Chris Esposito1; Francois A. 
Espourteille1; 1Cohesive Technologies, Inc., Franklin, MA
MP 105 Strategies for Method Developments in High Speed and 
Robust On-Line Solid Phase Extraction - LC-MS/MS;
Huqun Liu1; Dave Jones1; Raegan Goodell1; Chris Lee1;
1Varian, Inc., Lake Forest, CA
MP 106 A Simple Strategy to Quantify a Solubility-Limited 
Pharmaceutical in Human Urine; Eliza N. Fung1; Yongjun 
Xue1; Nick Duczak2; Steve Unger1; 1Bristol-Myers Squibb 
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Company, New Brunswick, NJ; 2Thermo Electron 
Corporation, Somerset, NJ
MP 107 Development and Validation of Quantitative Methods for 
Digoxin in Human Serum and Urine by LC/MS/MS: 
Challenges and Considerations; Steve Lowes1; Brian T. 
Hoffman1; Sara L. Jones1; George P. Hade1; Daniel E. 
Mulvana1; 1Advion BioServices, Ithaca, NY
MP 108 Reduction of Matrix Effects due to Phospholipids: A 
Comparison of Sample Preparation Techniques; Lee 
Williams1; Scott Merriman1; Helen Lodder1; Anne Howells1;
Steve Jordan1; Claire Desbrow1; Matthew Cleeve1; Richard 
Calverley1; 1Argonaut Technologies, now a Biotage company, 
Hengoed, UK
MP 109 Enhancing Extraction Efficiencies of HTLC-MS Assays 
using Turbulent-Flow Mixing; Kimberly M. Navaline1;
Kathryn Black2; Jessica Barwell2; Matthew Ercolino2; Joseph 
M. Di Bussolo1; 1Cohesive Technologies, Franklin, MA; 2West 
Chester University of Pennsylvania, West Chester, PA
MP 110 Fluorous Derivatization for Improved Detection and 
Isolation of Small Molecules by Functional Class; Daniel E. 
Mason1; 1Genomics Institute of Novartis, San Diego, CA
MP 111 Determination and Impact Evaluation of Interfering 
Contaminants Leached from Plastic Materials used during 
LC-MS/MS Sample Preparation; Fabio Garofolo1;
Véronique Gauvreau1; Marie-Pierre Taillon1; Malika Madi1;
Troy Bradley1; 1Algorithme Pharma, Laval Montreal, Canada
MP 112 Overcoming Challenges During Development of Plasma 
and Urine Assays for a Drug Candidate Indicated for 
Migraine Using Turbulent Flow LC-MS/MS; Yang Xu1;
Donald G. Musson1; Cynthia M. Miller-Stein1; 1Merck
Research Laboratories, West Point, PA
MP 113 Automated 96- Well Plate Solid-Phase Extraction of 
Aflatoxin B1-Lysine Adduct for Liquid Chromatography 
Tandem Mass Spectrometric Analysis; Leslie F. McCoy1;
Carissa D. Powers1; Rosemary L. Schleicher1; 1Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA
MP 114 Development and Validation of a Sensitive Automated On-
line SPE-LC/MS/MS Method to Support Early Candidate 
Selection in Drug Discovery; Carrie Xu1; Baomin Xin1;
Timothy Olah1; 1Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, 
Lawrenceville, NJ
MP 115 Total Drug Analysis of Pharmaceutical Compounds from 
Whole Blood using Solid Phase Extraction (SPE) Coupled 
with LC-MS/MS; Vivek Joshi1; Jason Blodgett1; Nanying 
Bian2; 1Millipore Corporation, Danvers, MA; 2Millipore 
Corp., Bedford, MA
MP 116 Common Methods of Peptide Extraction from Clinical 
Samples can Cause Notable Omissions and Artifactual 
Additions in the Peptidome; Jeffrey P Henderson1; Richard 
Brasington1; John Turk1; Jan R Crowley1; 1Washington 
University, St.Louis, MO
MP 117 Withdrawn
MP 118 Can ion Suppression be Quantitated? Part II – Vials;
Claude R. Mallet1; Diane M. Diehl1; Jeff R. Mazzeo1; 1Waters 
Corporation, Milford, MA
MP 119 Comparison of Methods to Examine the Endogenous 
Peptides of Fetal Serum; Declan Williams1; Peihong Zhu1;
Peter Bowden1; June McCallum1; Catherine Stacey23; Michael 
E McDonell23; Paul Kowalski23; JaneMarie Kowalski23; Ken 
Evans4; Eleftherios Diamandis5; Michael Siu6; John Marshall1;
1Ryerson University, Toronto, Canada; 2Bruker Daltonics, 
Milton, Ontario, Ca; 3Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, Ma; 
4Ontario Cancer Biomarker Network, Toronto, Canada; 5Mt 
Sinai Hospital, Toronto, Canada; 6York University, Toronto, 
Canada
MP 120 Extraction and HPLC-MS/MS Detection of Antibiotics 
from Bovine Fodder: Methods Comparison; Valeria 
Catanzaro1; Marco Pazzi1; Marco Vincenti1; 1Università degli 
Studi di Torino, Torino, Italy
HOMELAND SECURITY AND FORENSICS 
MP 121 Comparison of High Resolution MS and MS/MS for 
Chemical Weapons (CW) Air Monitoring Applications;
William R. Creasy1; Scott Cantwell2; Ralph Spafford2;
Richard O'Connor3; 1EAI Corp. Division of SAIC, Abingdon, 
MD; 2FOCIS Division of SAIC, Newton, MA; 3R&T 
Directorate, ECBC, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD
MP 122 Degradation of Tabun in Aqueous Matrices Studied by 
LC/ESI/ITMS and LC/ESI/MSn; Anne Bossée1; Dominique 
Somnard1; Arlette Bégos1; Bruno Bellier1; 1Centre d'Etudes du 
Bouchet, Vert Le Petit, France
MP 123 Whole-Cell Protein Profiling of Forensically Relevant 
Microorganisms Using LC-ESI MS; Douglas B. 
Henderson1; Danielle N. Dickinson1; Peter Leopold2; Brian A. 
Eckenrode3; 1Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education, 
Oak Ridge, TN; 2BioAnalyte, Inc., Portland, ME; 3Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, Quantico, VA
MP 124 MALDI/TOF Analysis followed by Correlation Analysis 
for the Characterization of Foodborne Pathogens; Shane 
A. Wyatt1; Elise Smith1; Denise M. Toney1; Timothy R. 
Croley1; Dan Buzatu 2; Jon Wilkes2; 1Commonwealth of 
Virginia, Richmond, VA; 2Food and Drug Administration, 
Jefferson, AR
MP 125 Novel Methods for the Rapid Characterization of Viruses;
Stephen J. Swatkoski1; Catherine Fenselau1; 1University of 
Maryland, College Park, MD
MP 126 Bacterial Spore Culture Condition Differentiation by 
MALDI-TOFMS; Catherine E Petersen1; Kristin H Jarman1;
Nancy B Valentine1; David S Wunschel1; Karen L Wahl1;
James M Robertson2; 1Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 
Richland, WA; 2CFSRU/FBI Academy, Quantico, VA
MP 127 Detection of Trace Agar on Bacillus Spores by Agarase 
Digestion ESI-MS; Heather C. Edberg1; Catherine E. 
Petersen1; Nancy B. Valentine1; David S. Wunschel1; Karen L. 
Wahl1; 1Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, WA
MP 128 A New Diagnostic Francisella Peptide Chip Assay 
Allowing Sensitive, Quantitative, and Specific Detection of 
Francisella in Clinical and Environmental Samples; Jian 
Jiang1; Carol E. Parker1; James R. Fuller1; Tomas H. Kawula1;
Christoph H. Borchers1; 1University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, NC
MP 129 Optimization of Enzymatic Sample Processing for the 
Detection of Bioagents Using AP-MALDI-MS/MS;
Constance M. Murphy1; Nelli I. Taranenko1; Appavu K. 
Sundaram1; Berk Oktem1; Vladimir M. Doroshenko1;
1MassTech Inc., Columbia, MD
MP 130 Towards the Optimization of an LC-MS/MS Strategy for 
the Classification of BACT Group Serotypes Based on 
Proteogenomic Similarities; Danielle N. Dickinson1; Jacek P. 
Dworzanski2; Heather L. Hartman1; Ducote Matt1; Samir V. 
Deshpande3; Brian A. Eckenrode4; 1Oak Ridge Institute for 
Science and Education, Oak Ridge, TN; 2SAIC, Aberdeen 
Proving Ground, MD; 3Science and Technology Corporation, 
Edgewood, MD; 4FBI Counterterrorism and Forensic Science 
Research, Quantico, VA
MP 131 Detection and Identification of Chemical Warfare Agent 
Degradation Products by Capillary Electrophoresis 
Coupled To Mass Spectrometry; Mélanie Lagarrigue1; Anne 
Bossée1; Arlette Bégos1; Anne Varenne2; Jean-Claude Tabet3;
Pierre Gareil2; Bruno Bellier1; 1Centre d'Etudes du Bouchet, 
Vert le Petit, France; 2Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Chimie 
de Paris, Paris, France; 3Université Pierre et Marie Curie, 
Paris, France
MP 132 Effective and Sensitive Detection of Enterobacterio phage 
MS2 by Atmospheric Pressure MALDI Ion Trap Mass 
32S 54th ASMS Conference on Mass Spectrometry 
Spectrometry; Nelli I. Taranenko1; Olga V. Protchenko2;
Appavu K. Sundaram1; Vladimir M. Doroshenko1; 1MassTech, 
Inc., Columbia, MD; 2NIH/NIDDK, Bethesda, MD
MP 133 High Performance Electrospray Ionization Mass 
Spectrometry Analysis of Multiplexed PCR for the 
Forensic Discrimination of Human Mitochondrial DNA;
Thomas A. Hall1; Kristin Sannes-Lowery1; Brian A. 
Eckenrode2; Kerri A. Dugan2; Douglas Henderson3; Amy 
Schink1; Steven A. Hofstadler1; 1Ibis Division of Isis 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Carlsbad, CA; 2Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, Quantico, VA; 3Oak Ridge Institute for Science 
and Education, Oak Ridge, TN
MP 134 MALDI Analysis of Impacted Bioaerosols for Bacteria 
Identification; Alton J. Dugas1; Kermit K. Murray1;
1Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA
MP 135 Detection of Ricin in Clinical and Food Samples; Suzanne 
R. Kalb1; Adrian R. Woolfitt1; John R. Barr1; 1Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA
DETECTION OF COMPOUNDS OF FORENSIC INTEREST 
MP 136 Detection of Improvised Explosives and Pyrotechnic 
Compositions on Passengers; Karl Hanold1; 1Syagen 
Technology Inc, Tustin, CA
MP 137 High-Throughput Analysis of Methamphetamine by 
Liquid Chromatography-Time of Flight Mass 
Spectrometry; Miho Ebata1; Osamu Shirota1; Kazuko 
Tanaka2; Akihhiko Kusai2; Rae-Ann Baldwin3; 1Shiseido 
HPLC Application Lab, Yokohama, Japan; 2Application and 
Research Group, JEOL, Akishima, Tokyo, Japan; 3JEOL USA, 
Peabody, MA
MP 138 High Throughput Drugs-of-Abuse Screening: The 
Combination of Scheduled MRM Transitions and Fast 
Chromatography; Byron Kieser1; Sandra Chu2; Gary Impey1;
Yves LeBlanc2; Nic Bloomfield2; 1Applied Biosystems / MDS 
Sciex, Toronto, Canada; 2MDS Sciex, Toronto, Canada
MP 139 Characterization of the Degradation Process and Products 
in Urine of the Metabolite from the Nerve Agent GA by 
LC/MS/MS; Elizabeth I. Hamelin1; Douglas B. Mawhinney2;
Robert J. Kobelski2; 1Battelle Memorial Institute/CDC, 
Atlanta, GA; 2CDC, Atlanta, GA
MP 140 Laser-Ionization Mass Spectrometry of Explosives and 
Chemical Warfare Simulants; Harald Oser1; Christopher 
Mullen1; Michael J. Coggiola1; 1SRI International, Menlo 
Park, CA
MP 141 Screening for 4-Hydroxycoumarin-based Commercial 
Rodenticides in Food or Drug Products Using High 
Performance Liquid Chromatography / Negative Ion Mass 
Spectrometry; Mantai Mesmer1; R. Duane Satzger1;
1Forensic Chemistry Center USFDA, Cincinnati, OH
MP 142 Quick Screening and Quantification of Explosive Samples 
Using Rapid Resolution LC/MS and Simultaneous 
ESI/APCI Detection; Andre Szczesniewski1; Sheher 
Mohsin1; Michael Woodman1; 1Agilent Technologies, 
Schaumburg, IL
MP 143 Screening and Quantitation of Multiple Drugs of Abuse 
and Their Metabolites in Urine by LC/MS/MS; June Feng1;
Lanqing Wang1; Yingkun Dai1; John T Bernert1; 1DLS, 
NCEH/ATSDR, Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA
MP 144 Multi Target Screening for the Detection of 400 Drugs in 
Serum/Urine Extracts and Identification with a New 
MS/MS Library; Sebastian Dresen1; André Schreiber2;
Wolfgang Weinmann1; 1Institute of Forensic Medicine, 
Freiburg, Germany; 2MDS SCIEX, Toronto, Canada
MP 145 Waterborne Biomarkers as Triggers for Online MS-
Monitoring of Drinking Water; Ronny Robbins1; William 
Lagna1; 1U.S. Army, Gunpowder, MD
MP 146 A Novel Method to Extend the Detection Window of Drug 
Administration with LC-MS Technology, Combining 
Triple Quad and Trap Technology; Sophie Turfus1; Simon 
Elliott1; Frans Schoutsen2; Stephen Lock2; 1Regional 
Laboratory for Toxicology, Birmingham, UK; 2Applied 
Biosystems, Warrington, UK
MP 147 Simultaneously Analyzing of Various Kinds of Abused 
Drugs in Urine by Liquid Chromatography-Mass 
Spectrometry; Chung-Yu Chen1; Maw-Rong Lee1; Chien-
Chun Shen1; 1National Chung-Hsing University, Taichung, 
Taiwan, ROC
MP 148 Quantitative Determination of Amphetamine, Methylene-
Dioxy-Methamphetamine (MDMA), Morphine, Cocaine 
and Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) from Saliva Using LC-
MS; Harald C. Köfeler2; Gerald N. Rechberger4; Günter 
Fauler3; Manfred Kollroser1; 1Medical University, Legal 
Medicine, Graz, Austria; 2Medical University, ZMF, Graz, 
Austria; 3Medical University, Clinical Chemistry, Graz, 
Austria; 4Karl Franzens University, Biochemistry, Graz, 
Austria
MP 149 Analysis of a Challenging Subset of World Anti-Doping 
Agency-Banned Steroids and Anti-Estrogens by 
LC/MS/MS; Chad R. Borges1; Nicole Miller1; Megan 
Hansen1; Claudia White1; Melinda Shelby1; Matthew H. 
Slawson1; Dennis J. Crouch1; 1University of Utah, Salt Lake 
City, UT
MP 150 Determination of Four Metabolites of Dipyrone in a 
Suspected Pediatric Poisoning Case by LC-MS/MS on a Q-
Tof; Loan T. Nguyen1; Laura Labay1; Kevin D. Ballard1;
1National Medical Services, Willow Grove, PA
MP 151 Ultrafast Laser Photoionization Time of Flight Mass 
Spectrometry of Triacetone Triperoxide (TATP) and 
Nitro-Containing Explosives; Christopher Mullen1; Michael 
J. Coggiola1; Harald Oser1; 1SRI International, Menlo Park, 
CA
MP 152 A Rapid Method of Detecting Drinking Water 
Adulteration by LC/MS/MS; Michael Baynham2; Stephen 
Lock2; David Evans1; Clive Thompson1; Pat Cummings1;
1ALcontrol Laboratories, Rotherham, UK; 2Applied 
Biosystems, Warrington, UK
MP 153 Application of Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry (&delta;
13C & &delta;D) to Discrimination Between PVC 
Electrical Tape Backings; Alexandra H Thompson1; Mark L 
Miller2; 1Oak Ridge Institute for Science & Education, Oak 
Ridge, TN; 2FBI Laboratory, CFSRU, Quantico, VA
ION MOBILITY I 
MP 154 Use of Ion Mobility Spectrometry to Characterize Odor 
Plumes from Field Release of Compounds that Modify 
Mosquito Host-Seeking Behavior; Samaret M. Otero-
Santos1; Richard A. Yost1; Ulrich R. Bernier2; Sandra A. 
Allan2; Daniel L. Kline2; Gary G. Clark2; 1University of 
Florida, Gainesville, FL; 2USDA-ARS-CMAVE, Gainesville, 
FL
MP 155 Development of a Hybrid Quadrupole-Linear Ion Trap-
Ion Mobility-TOFMS for Structural Mass Spectrometry;
Jody C. May1; John A. McLean1; David H. Russell1; 1Texas 
A&M University, College Station, TX
MP 156 A Method to Separate Protein Ions with Similar Ion 
Mobilities via Mass-Selective Ejection from an Ion Trap;
Qin Zhao1; Matthew Soyk1; Gregg Schieffer1; Ethan Badman1;
1Iowa State University, Ames, IA
MP 157 Structure Activity Relationships of Tryptic Peptide 
Behavior in High Field Asymmetric Waveform Ion 
Mobility Mass Spectrometry (FAIMS); Jennifer A. Garrett1;
Christopher K. Hilton1; Richard A. Yost1; 1University of 
Florida, Gainesville, FL
MP 158 Separation and Fragmentation of Isomeric Peptides with a 
Two Gate Ion Mobility Quadrupole Ion Trap Mass 
Spectrometer; Matthew J. Pollard1; Brian H. Clowers2;
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Bharath Kumar1; Herbert H. Hill1; 1Washington State 
Univeristy, Pullman, WA; 2Univeristy of California, Davis, CA
MP 159 Ion-Mobility Measurements of Functionalized Pentacene 
Cations with a Modified Electrospray/Triple Quadrupole 
Mass Spectrometer; Svitlana Shcherbyna1; Diethard Bohme1;
Vladimir Baranov2; 1York University, Toronto, ON; 2IBBME, 
University of Toronto, Toronto, ON
MP 160 Analytical Detection by Liquid Phase Ion Mobility 
Spectrometry; Maggie Tam1; Herbert H. Hill, Jr. 1;
1Washington State University, Pullman, WA
MP 161 Effect of Carrier Gas Composition in FAIMS/MS on 
Separation of Charge States and Conformers of Intact 
Proteins; Rachelle R. Landgraf1; Christopher K. Hilton1;
Richard A. Yost1; 1University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
MP 162 Isoprene Analysis by Secondary Electrospray Ionization-
Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry; Maggie Tam1; Prabha 
Dwivedi1; Jack Chen1; Hal Westberg1; Herbert H. Hill, Jr. 1;
1Washington State University, Pullman, WA
MP 163 Multi-Dimensional Ion Mobility Spectrometry Coupled to 
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry; Stormy L. Koeniger1;
Samuel I. Merenbloom1; Stephen J. Valentine2; David E. 
Clemmer1; 1Indiana University, Bloomington, IN; 2Predictive 
Physiology and Medicine (PPM), Bloomington, IN
MP 164 Instrument Control and Data Acquisition System for 
ESI/FAIMS/IMS/Q-TOF MS; David C Prior1; Michael A. 
Buschbach1; Fumin Li1; Keqi Tang1; Richard D. Smith1;
1Battelle, Richland , WA
MP 165 -Electrospray Ionization Coupled to Ion Mobility Mass 
Spectrometry for Chiral Preference Determination of 
Amino Acid Clusters; Sunnie Myung1; Marco Fioroni1; Ryan 
R. Julian2; Stormy L. Koeniger1; Mu-Hyun Baik1; David E. 
Clemmer1; 1Department of Chemistry, Indiana University, 
Bloomington, IN; 2Deptartment of Chemistry, UCR, Riverside, 
CA
MP 166 A Hybrid Atmospheric IMS-FTICR-MS Instrument for 
Biological Samples; Xiaoting Tang1; James E Bruce1; Herbert 
H Hill1; 1Washington State University, Pullman, WA
MP 167 Characterization of Explosive Compounds Using High-
Field Asymmetric Waveform Ion Mobility Spectrometry;
Jared J. Boock1; 1University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
MP 168 Fast Qualitative Determination of Over-the-Counter 
Drugs and Cosmetics; Roberto Fernandez-Maestre1; Herbert 
H. Hill1; Prabha Dwivedi 1; 1Washington State University, 
Pullman, WA
MP 169 Using IMS-CID-IMS-MS to Dissociate Noncovalent 
Complexes for Enhanced Resolution of Tryptic Peptides;
Brian C. Bohrer1; Samuel I. Merenbloom1; Stormy L. 
Koeniger1; David E. Clemmer1; 1Indiana University, 
Bloomington, IN
MP 170 Evaluation of Resolving Powers for Atmospheric Pressure 
Ion Mobility Spectrometry (APIMS); Abu B Kanu1; Herbert 
H Hill1; Molly Grib2; Robert Walters2; Jerome Imonigie2;
Kevin Ryan2; 1Washington State University, Pullman, WA; 
2Boise State University, Boise, ID
INSTRUMENTATION:  TOF MS 
MP 171 Improvement of Energy Linearity in Kinetic Energy 
Measurement with Superconducting Detectors for TOF 
MS; Yiner Chen1; Masataka Ohkubo1; Masahiro Ukibe1;
Akihiro Kushino1; 1National Institute of AIST, Tsukuba, 
Ibaraki Japan
MP 172 Improved Ion Transmission with a RF Frequency 
Switchable Hexapole Ion Guide; Shida Shen1; Robert 
Valley1; Craig Whitehouse1; 1Analytica of Branford, Inc., 
Branford, CT
MP 173 Fragmentation Analysis using Superconducting Detectors 
in MALDI-TOF MS for a Range of 1 k to 1 MDa; Masataka 
Ohkubo1; Hiroaki Sato1; Yasushi Shigeri1; Tomoya Kinumi1;
Yiner Chen1; Masahiro Ukibe1; Shingo Ichimura1; 1AIST, 
Tsukuba, Japan
MP 174 Statistical Limits of Isotopic/Isobaric Quantification in 
Counting Detectors; Brian Carrillo1; Corey Yanofsky1;
Daniel Boismenu1; Martin Latterich1; Robert E. Kearney1;
1McGill University, Montreal, Quebec
MP 175 Improving Mass Resolution in ortho-TOF Mass 
Spectrometer; Vadym D. Berkout1; Vladimir M. 
Doroshenko1; 1MassTech, Inc., Columbia, MD
MP 176 Application of Multivariate Regression for Improved Mass 
Calibration in Electrospray Time-of-Flight Mass 
Spectrometry; Matthew Giardina1; Viatcheslav Artaev1;
1LECO Corporation, Saint Joseph, MI
MP 177 Selective Ion Filtering by Digital Thresholding: New 
Method to Unwind Complex ESI-Mass Spectra and 
Eliminate Signals from Low MW Contaminants; Jared J. 
Drader1; Amy Schink1; Steven A. Hofstadler1; 1Ibis Division 
of Isis Pharmaceuticals, Carlsbad, CA
MP 178 Improved Performance of an Aerosol MALDI Mass 
Spectrometer; Ineke Kleefsman1; Michael A. Stowers1; Arjan 
L. van Wuijckhuijse2; Charles E. Kientz2; Jan C.M. 
Marijnissen1; 1Delft University of Technology, Delft, The 
Netherlands; 2TNO Prins Maurits Laboratory, Rijswijk, The 
Netherlands
MP 179 Quantitative Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometry of Aerosols 
Using a Digitally Thresholded Analog-to-Digital 
Converter; Joel Kimmel1; Peter DeCarlo1; Achim Trimborn2;
Megan Northway2; Douglas Worsnop2; Jose-Luis Jimenez1;
1University of Colorado, Boulder, CO; 2Aerodyne Research, 
Billerica, MA
MP 180 A Multiple-Reflection Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer 
for Separation and Precision Measurement of Exotic 
Nuclei; Wolfgang R. Plass1; Timo Dickel1; Christian Jesch1;
Hans Geissel2; Martin Petrick1; Christoph Scheidenberger2;
1Justus-Liebig-Universität Giessen, Giessen, Germany; 2GSI, 
Darmstadt, Germany
MP 181 Analysis of Intact Proteins and Protein Multimers Using a 
Conventional UV MALDI Instrument in Reflector Mode;
Matthias Glueckmann1; Dietmar Waidelich1; Dietrich 
Merkel1; Christof Lenz1; 1Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, 
Germany
MP 182 The Combination of Ion-Mobility with Orthogonal TOF 
Mass Spectrometry to improve the Limits of Detection for 
MALDI-MS and MS/MS Analysis; Daniel J Kenny1; Jeffery 
M Brown1; Kevin Giles1; Steven D Pringle1; Jason L 
Wildgoose1; Robert H Bateman1; 1Waters Corporation, 
Manchester, UK
MP 183 A Novel Ion Gate Comprising a Small Orthogonal TOF 
With Ion Mirror; Jeffery M. Brown1; Daniel J. Kenny1;
Robert H. Bateman1; 1Waters Micromass MS Technologies, 
Manchester, UK
MP 184 Development of a Compact Time-of-Flight Mass 
Spectrometer with Ion Attachment Ionization Technique;
Naoaki Saito1; Jyun-ichi Nanjyo2; Yasuyuki Taneda3; Yoshiro 
Shiokawa3; 1RIIF/AIST, Tsukuba, Japan; 2Fac. Sci. Tech./ 
Tokyo Univ. Sci., Noda, Chiba, Japan; 3Canon Anelva Technix 
Corp., Fuchu, Tokyo, Japan
MP 185 Hot Laminar Flow Sampling of a QqTOF Electrospray 
Ion Source; John Merritt1; Matt Smyth1; Lisa Cousins2; Ilia 
Tomski2; 1mSPEC Group, Concord, Canada; 2IONICS Mass 
Spectrometry Group, Concord, Canad
MP 186 Impurity Profiling of Pharmaceuticals with a Quadrupole 
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer; Jian Bai1; Jean-Claude 
Wolff2; John Fjeldsted1; 1Agilent Technologyies, Santa Clara, 
CA; 22. GlaxoSmithKline, Medicines Research Centre, 
Hertforshire, England
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MP 187 Comparison of Sensitivity and Saturation of MALDI-TOF 
Detectors for High Mass Ions; Ryan J Wenzel1; Alexis 
Nazabal1; Renato Zenobi1; 1Swiss Institute of Technology, 
Zürich, Switzerland
MP 188 A Multi-anode Detection Scheme for Increased Resolution 
and Sensitivity in TOFMS; Stacy D. Sherrod1; Greg 
Matthijetz1; John A. McLean1; Tom Egan2; Agnes Tempez2;
Valerie Vaughn2; J. Albert Schultz2; David H. Russell1; 1Texas 
A&M University, College Station, TX; 2Ionwerks, Houston, TX
MP 189 High Speed Faraday Cup Detector for Time of Flight Mass 
Spectrometry; Michael S. Westphall1; Mark Scalf1; Lloyd M. 
Smith1; 1University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI
MP 190 Focusing Analysis of Tandem Time-Of-Flight Instruments 
by Taking Advantage of the Correlation between Velocity 
and Position in the Second TOF; Cristian P. Santacruz1; Edy 
Ayala1; Cesar Costa1; 1Escuela Politecnica Nacional, Quito, 
Ecuador
MP 191 Evaluation of the Agilent LC/MSD/TOF as an Alternative 
to LC/MS/MS for Quantitation in Various Matrices; Dan 
A. Markham1; Fagen Zhang1; 1The Dow Chemical Company, 
Midland, Michigan
MP 192 Development of a High Performance TOF-SIMS System 
using Multi-turn Mass Analyzer; Kousuke Kumondai1;
Mariko Higashigaki1; Kiichiro Uchino2; Hisayoshi Yurimoto3;
Morio Ishihara1; 1Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka, Japan; 
2Kyushu University, Kasuga, Fukuoka, Japan; 3Hokkaido 
University, Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan
MP 193 The Development of a Method for Designing TOF-
Detectors; Masahiro Hayashi1; Akio Suzuki1; Masahiko 
Iguchi2; 1Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Iwata, Japan; 
2Hamamatsu Corporation, Bridgewater, NJ
MP 194 On-Line Aerosol MALDI TOF-MS Analysis of Protein and 
Other Biological Samples; Theresa G. Evans-Nguyen1;
Robert J. Cotter1; 1Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, 
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Biomolecular Assays; Mark J. Hayward1; Stuart P. Coleman2;
1Biomolecular Discovery Technologies, Boston, MA; 2Matrix 
BioAnalytical, New Haven, CT
MP 312 A Novel High Throughput MD-MALDI-Tof Platform for 
Serum Biomarker Discovery; Fumiko Taguchi1; James A. 
Mobley1; Pierre P. Massion1; David P. Carbone1; Richard M. 
Caprioli1; 1Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN
MP 313 Fully Automated Walk Away SPE for Psuedoephidrine in 
Porcine Plasma Using The OMIX Tomtec Tip and Tomtec 
Quadra 96; William Hudson1; 1Varian Inc, Lake Forest, CA
MP 314 Investigation of and Solution to the Sample Dilution 
Problem of Automated Multi-Channel Liquid Handler 
used for LC-MS/MS Bioanalysis; Zheng Ouyang1; Huijin 
Dong2; Mohammed Jemal1; 1Bristol-Myers Squibb Comapny, 
Princeton, NJ; 2Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, New 
Brunswick, NJ
MP 315 Let the Robot Do the Work: Automated Biological Sample 
Preparation; David Weller1; Joe Palandra1; Jeff Li2; Lisa 
Buchholz1; Min Zhong1; Lucinda Cohen1; Steven Michael1;
1Pfizer Global Research & Development, Ann Arbor, MI; 
2Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI
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MP 316 Micro Parallel Chromatography and Fraction Collection 
Coupled Off-Line with Mass Spectrometry for Rapid 
Sample Clean Up of Complex Mixtures; John T. Mehl1;
Rick C. King1; Nicole Trainor1; 1Merck Research 
Laboratories, West Point, PA
MP 317 Overcoming Sample Preparation Bottleneck: Elimination 
of Organic Solvent Evaporation and Reconstitution for 
SPE and LLE Automation Using HILIC-MS/MS; Qi 
Song1; Yong Tang1; Naidong Weng2; 1Covance Bioanalytical 
Services, LLC, Indianapolis, IN; 2Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Company, New Brunswick, NJ
MP 318 Ultra Fast Gradient LC/MS Separations using your 
Existing LC/MS; Mark J. Hayward1; 1Lundbeck Research 
USA, Paramus, NJ
MP 319 The Effect of Sampling Rotor Moving Speed on the 
Acquisition of Total Ion Current in a LCT/MUX System;
Min Wan1; Baiwei Lin1; Gary Phillips1; 1Berlex Biosciences, 
Richmond, CA
MP 320 System Management Tools for a High Throughput Open 
Access UPLC/MS System Used During the Analysis of 
Thousands of Samples; Ronan Cleary1; Darcy Shave1;
Warren Potts1; Michael D. Jones1; Paul Lefebvre1; 1Waters 
Corporation, Milford, MA
MP 321 A Dual Staggered LC/MS with Online Extraction for High 
Throughput Bioanalysis; Jun Zhang1; Mitch Friedman1;
1deCODE genetics, Inc., Woodridge, IL
BIOINFORMATICS I 
MP 322 Assessment of Tandem Mass Spectra Quality Using 
Intelligent Algorithms; Cheolhwan Oh1; Hamid Mirzaei1;
Fred E Regnier1; Xiang Zhang1; 1Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, IN
MP 323 A Proteomic Reporting System with Heuristic and 
BLAST-based Protein Clustering; Roger E Moore1; Mary K 
Young1; Terry D Lee1; 1Beckman Research Institute, City of 
Hope, Duarte, CA
MP 324 Probability-Based Protein Identification for Post-
Translation Modifications and Amino Acid Variants Using 
Peptide Mass Fingerprint Data; Weiwei Tong2; Mark E. 
McComb1; David Perlman1; Hua Huang1; Peter B. O'Connor1;
Catherine E. Costello1; Zhiping Weng2; 1Boston University 
School of Medicine, Boston, MA; 2Boston University, Boston, 
MA
MP 325 The SeqR – a Software Tool for the Analysis of High 
Accuracy Mass Spectral Data; Flavio Monigatti1; Bogdan 
Budnik1; Richard Lee1; Thomas Patterson1; Judith Steen1;
Hanno Steen1; 1Children's Hospital Boston, Boston, MA
MP 326 De novo Peptide Sequencing Using Exhaustive 
Enumeration of Peptide Composition and MALDI-
TOF/TOF; Matthew T Olson1; Jonathan A Epstein1; Alfred L 
Yergey1; 1NICHD, NIH, Bethesda, MD
MP 327 Intact Peptide Charge Determination from Ion Trap 
MS/MS; Weiwu Chen1; Iain Rogers2; Bin Ma1; 1University of 
Western Ontario, London, ON; 2Bioinformatics Solutions Inc., 
Waterloo, Canada
MP 328 Drastically Increased Coverage by Using Four Programs 
in an Amalgamative Approach to Protein Identification;
Iain Rogers1; 1Bioinformatics Solutions Inc., Waterloo, 
Canada
MP 329 Removing Deficient MS/MS Spectra Before Database 
Search; Weiwu Chen2; Iain Rogers1; John Morey1; Bin Ma2;
1Bioinformatics Solutions Inc., Waterloo, Canada; 2University 
of Western Ontario, London, ON
MP 330 High-Throughput De novo Sequencing Using 
Bioinformatics and Database Searching; John M Asara1;
Matthew Phillips1; Mary H Schweitzer2; Lewis C Cantley1;
1Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Boston, MA; 2North 
Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC
MP 331 A Computational Approach to Glycoprotein Identification 
Using Mass Spectrometry; Yin Wu1; Yehia Mechref1; Iveta 
Klouckova1; Milos V. Novotny1; Haixu Tang1; 1Indiana 
University Bloomington, Bloomington, IN
MP 332 Identification of Proteins Without Specific Enzymatic 
Digestion; Vinh An Thieu1; Dieter Kirsch1; Bernhard 
Spengler1; 1University of Giessen, Giessen, Germany
MP 333 An Overlaying Method to Improve Protein Identification 
from Mass Spectra Peaks by using the Theoretical 
Protein/Peptide Structural Information; Seiji Okuizumi1;
Akihisa Kenmochi1; Masao Satoh1; Kenji Miyazaki1; Kenichi 
Kamijo1; 1NEC, Tsukuba, Japan
MP 334 Improving the Reliability of Protein Identification using 
Peptide Mass Fingerprinting by Probability Based Scoring 
of Amino Acid Modifications; Christian Bleiholder1; Sabine 
Fiedler1; Bela Paizs1; Martina Schnolzer1; 1German Cancer 
Research Center, Heidelberg, Germany
MP 335 Evaluation of Different Interpretation Strategies to 
Discover PTM in MS/MS Peptide Fragmentation Data;
Daniel C. Chamrad1; Gerhard Körting1; Ken Fantom2; Andy 
West2; Klaus Schneider2; Ulrike Schweiger-Hufnagel3;
Herbert Thiele3; Martin Blüggel1; 1Protagen AG, Dortmund, 
Germany; 2GlaxoSmithKline, Harlow, Great Britain; 3Bruker 
Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, Germany
MP 336 Improved Automated Validation of MS/MS Search Results 
Employing High Precursor Ion Mass Accuracy; Andrew 
Keller1; Jennifer Sutton2; Manor Askenazi2; Andrey 
Bondarenko1; Lee Weng1; 1Rosetta Biosoftware, Seattle, WA; 
2Thermo Electron Corporation, Cambridge, MA
MP 337 PepTiger: Search Engine for Error-Tolerant Protein 
Identification from de novo Sequences; Irina Fedulova1;
Hamid Mirzaei2; Sergey Pevtsov1; Zheng Ouyang2; Xiang 
Zhang2; 1Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia; 2Purdue 
University, West Lafayette, IN
MP 338 Novel Strategy to Simplify the Spectrum for Denovo 
Peptide Sequence using MSn Measurement; Shigeki 
Kajihara1; Shinichi Iwamoto1; Mike May2; 1Shimadzu 
corporation, Kyoto, JAPAN; 2Shimadzu Research Laboratory 
(Europe) Ltd, Manchester, UK
MP 339 Protein Scoring and Clustering for OMSSA; ming xu1;
Lewis Y. Geer1; Stephen H. Bryant1; Jeffrey A. Kowalak2;
Sanford P. Markey2; 1NCNI/NLM/NIH, Bethesda, MD; 
2National Institute of Mental Health, NIH, Bethesda, MD
MP 340 Improving Mass Accuracy for LC-MS Based Protein 
Identification; Harald Pettersen1; Lennart Björkesten1; Malin 
Söderström1; Anders Kaplan1; 1GE Healthcare, Uppsala, 
Sweden
MP 341 Composite Target/Decoy Database Searching Explained;
Joshua E. Elias1; Steven P. Gygi1; 1Harvard Medical School, 
Boston, MA; 2Taplin Biological Mass Spectrometry Facility, 
Boston, MA
MP 342 RAId_GIDB: A PTM-Capable Library Search Tool For 
Peptide Identifications with de novo Based Statistics; Gelio 
Alves1; Yi-Kuo Yu1; 1NCBI/NLM/NIH, Bethesda, MD
MP 343 Instrument Specific Calibration of PeptideProphet; Bryan 
J. Prazen1; Erik J. Nilsson1; Brian S. Pratt1; Daniel Martin2;
John Klimek2; Andrew Gemmill2; Laura Hohmann2; Jennifer 
Jackson2; Martin Sadilek3; 1Insilicos, Seattle, WA; 2Institute 
for Systems Biology, Seattle, WA; 3University of Washington, 
Chemistry, Seattle, WA
MP 344 Withdrawn
MP 345 MS/MS Database Search Strategies for High-accuracy 
Mass Spectrometry; Sajani Swamy1; Lu Yu1; Vivek Iyer1;
Mercedes Pardo1; Jyoti Choudhary1; 1Wellcome Trust Sanger 
Institute, Hinxton, UK
MP 346 An On-Line Algorithm for Peptide Identification by 
Fourier Transform Mass Spectrometry; Ari Frank1;
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Michael L. Nielsen2; Mikhail Savitski2; Pavel Pevzner1;
Roman Zubarev2; 1Uinversity of California, San Diego, La 
Jolla, CA; 2Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden
MP 347 byOnic: Fast and Sensitive Identification of Peptide 
Spectra Using Lookup Peaks; Marshall Bern1; David 
Goldberg1; Hua Lin2; Thomas Shaler2; Ted Jones2;
Christopher Becker2; 1Palo Alto Research Center, Palo Alto, 
CA; 2PPD, Inc., Menlo Park, CA
MP 348 Improved Positional Confidence Score in De novo 
Sequencing by Tandem Mass Spectrometry; Bin Ma1;
Gilles Lajoie1; 1University of Western Ontario, London, ON
MP 349 MassMatrix – Rapid Characterization of Post-
Translationally Modified Proteins from Tandem Mass 
Spectra; Hua Xu1; Michael A. Freitas1; 1The Ohio State 
University, Columbus, OH
MP 350 Shotgun Protein Sequencing by de-novo Assembly of 
MS/MS Spectra from Modified and Unmodified 
Overlapping Peptides; Nuno Bandeira1; Pavel Pevzner1; Karl 
Clauser2; 1University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA; 
2Broad Institute, Cambridge, MA
MP 351 Protein Prospector and Ways of Calculating Expectation 
Values; Aenoch J. Lynn1; Robert J. Chalkley1; Peter R. 
Baker1; Mark R. Segal1; Alma L. Burlingame1; 1University of 
California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA
NON-COVALENT INTERACTIONS I 
MP 352 Screening for Protein/Ligand Binding by Automated 
Nanospray Mass Spectrometry; Farzin Gharahdaghi1;
Russell Spreen1; 1AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals, Wilmington, 
DE
MP 353 Gas Phase Dissociation Pathways and Relative Stabilities 
of Alkaline Earth Metal Complexes with the Polyether 
Ionophores Lasalocid and Monensin; Matthew W. Forbes1;
Dietrich A. Volmer2; J. Stuart Grossert3; Diethard K. Bohme4;
1Dept. of Chemistry, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, 
Canada; 2Institute for Marine Biosciences, Halifax, NS, 
Canada; 3Dept. of Chemistry, Dalhousie University, Halifax, 
NS, Canada; 4Dept. of Chemistry, York University, Toronto, 
ON, Canada
MP 354 Metal Binding Properties of Human Centrin-2 Determined 
by Micro-Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry and 
UV Spectroscopy; Linda M Benson1; Theodore A Craig1;
Sergei Yu Venyaminov1; Zachary C Ryan1; Justin Sperry2;
James R Thompson1; Jeffrey L Salisbury1; H. Robert Bergen 
III1; Michael L Gross2; Rajiv Kumar1; 1Mayo Clinic College of 
Medicine, Rochester, MN; 2Washington University in St. 
Louis, St Louis, MO
MP 355 Super-Shifting: A New Method to Characterize Protein 
Complexes using High-Mass MALDI ToF Mass 
Spectrometry and Immunochemistry; Alexis Nazabal1;
Markus Schlumberger1; Wolf Hardt1; Renato Zenobi1; 1Swiss 
Federal Institute of Technology-ETHZ, Zürich, Switzerland
MP 356 Characterization of Small Heat Shock Protein Oligomers 
by Mass Spectrometry; Richard L. Beardsley1; Christopher 
M. Jones1; Guilong Cheng1; Eman Basha1; Elizabeth 
Vierling1; Vicki H. Wysocki1; 1University of Arizona, Tucson, 
AZ
MP 357 Probing Individual Hydrogen Bonds between Cex and 
Three Inhibitors in Gas Phase Noncovalent Complexes;
Milica Tesic1; Jacqueline Wicki1; Stephen G. Withers1;
Donald J. Douglas1; 1University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver, Canada
MP 358 Development of a Mass Spectrometry-Based Assay for the 
Analysis and Screening of Endocrine Disruptors; Cédric 
Bovet1; Arno Wortmann1; Renato Zenobi1; 1ETH Zürich, 
Zürich, Switzerland
MP 359 Study of the Non-Covalent Interactions between 
Polyalanine and Arginine by ESI-FTMS; Edgardo Rivera-
Tirado1; David J. Aaserud2; Chrys Wesdemiotis1; 1The 
University of Akron, Akron, OH; 2The Lubrizol Corporation, 
Wickliffe, OH
MP 360 NMR Spectroscopic and Mass Spectrometric 
Characterization of the Epitope&Minus;Paratope 
Interaction Structure of a Plaque&Minus;Specific 
&Beta;&Minus;Amyloid Antibody; Irina Perdivara1;
Marilena Manea1; Heiko Möller1; Michael Przybylski1;
1University of Konstanz, Konstanz, Germany
MP 361 Interactions of Deprotonated Amino Acids with 
Cyclodextrins: The Acidity of Aspartic and Glutamic Acid;
Carlos Afonso1; Sandra Alves1; Françoise Fournier1; Denis 
Lesage1; Adelaide Fagin2; Scott Gronert2; Jean-Claude Tabet1;
1Université Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, France; 2San 
Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA
MP 362 Identification of Subunits in Non-Covalent Complexes by 
Solution and Gas Phase Dissociation; Rachael C. 
Leverence1; Anne B. Mason2; Igor A. Kaltashov1; 1University 
of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA; 22University of Vermont 
Medical School, Burlington, VT
MP 363 Multiplexed MS Approach to Probe Ligand and Redox 
Controlled Induction of Active CprK1 Conformations;
Robert H. H. van den Heuvel1; Hortense Mazon1; Krisztina 
Gabor2; John van der Oost2; Albert J. R. Heck1; 1Utrecht 
University, Utrecht, Netherlands; 2Wageningen University, 
Wageningen, Netherlands
MP 364 Mass Spectrometry of Sticky Protein-Ligand Complexes: 
Nucleotide Binding; Sheng Yin1; Yongming Xie1; Joseph A. 
Loo1; 1University of California-Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA
MP 365 SUPREX Analysis of Bcl-xL Interactions with Bak-Derived 
Peptides; Erin D. Hopper1; Michael C. Fitzgerald1; 1Duke 
University, Durham, NC
MP 366 Learning an Old Q-ToF New Tricks; Hortense Mazon1;
Robert H. H. van den Heuvel1; Esther van Duijn1; Cees 
Versluis1; John Hoyes2; Albert J. R. Heck1; 1Utrecht 
University, Utrecht, Netherlands; 2MS Horizons, Stockport, 
UK
MP 367 The Formation and Gas Phase Stability of Trypsin-
Benzamidine Complexes; Jiangxiao Sun1; Elena N Kitova1;
John S Klassen1; 1University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada
MP 368 A Stability-Toxicity Study of the Shiga Toxins 1 and 2;
Elena N Kitova1; Igor Sinelnikov1; John S Klassen1;
1University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada
MP 369 Comparison of Dissociation Constants of Noncovalent 
Complexes Determined using ESI-MS, NanoESI-MS, 
MALDI-SUPREX, SPR and CD Spectrometry; Sonal 
Mathur1; Michael Scott2; Renato Zenobi1; 1Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology (ETH), Zurich, Switzerland; 
2Functional Genomics Center, Zurich, Switzerland
MP 370 Electrospray Ionization and Ion Mobility Analysis of 
Vaults, MDa Ribonucleoprotein Complexes; Catherine S.
Kaddis1; Shirley Lomeli1; Joseph A. Loo1; 1University of 
California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA
MP 371 NanoESI Gas-phase Electrophoretic Mobility Analysis 
(GEMMA) of an Intact Specific Human Rhinovirus 
(HRV)-Monoclonal Antibody (mAB) Complex; Christian 
Laschober1; Dieter Blaas3; Wladyslaw W. Szymanski2; Günter 
Allmaier1; 1Chemical Technology and Analytics, TU, Vienna, 
Austria; 2Experimental Physics, University, Vienna, Austria; 
3Medical University, Vienna, Austria
MP 372 Native Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry for the 
Analysis of Metals and Inhibitors Binding to Metallo-ß-
Lactamases; Nathalie Selevsek1; Benoît Liénard2; Andreas 
Tholey1; Elmar Heinzle1; Hans-Werner Adolph3; Neil J. 
Oldham2; Christopher J. Schofield2; 1Technische Biochemie, 
Universität des Saarlandes, Saarbrücken, Germany; 
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2Chemistry Research Laboratory, Oxford, UK; 3Organische 
Makromolekulare Chemie, Saarbrücken, Germany
MP 373 Probing the Interaction between TRAIL and its Receptor 
DR5 by MS; Zhili Li1; Dexian Zheng1; Yanxin Liu1; 1Chinese 
Academy of Medical Sciences, Beijing , China
MP 374 Using Solution and Gas Phase Hydrogen/Deuterium 
Exchange with NanoESI to Study Hydrogen Bonds;
Honghai Jiang1; Anthony R. Dolan2; Minfeng Li1; Marie A. 
Moy2; Bing Gong1; Troy D. Wood1; 1State University of New 
York at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY; 2Nanogenesys Inc., Amherst, NY
PEPTIDES: FRAGMENTATION AND SEQUENCING I 
MP 375 Fragmentation of N-terminal Labeled Tryptic Peptides 
with Various Isocyanates; Ting Liu1; Bert C. Lynn1;
1University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY
MP 376 Charge State Effects on Peptide Conformational 
Dynamics: Fluorescence Measurements and Molecular 
Dynamics Simulations; Anthony T. Iavarone1; Joel H. Parks1;
1Rowland Institute at Harvard, Cambridge, MA
MP 377 Identification of Cross-Linked Peptides by Systematic 
Screening of Fragmentation Spectra; Alessio Maiolica1;
Dario Borsotti2; Claudio Ciferri2; Andrea Musacchio2; Juri 
Rappsilber1; 1Wellcome Trust Centre for Cell Biology, 
Edinburgh, UK; 2F.I.R.C. Institute of Molecular Oncology 
Foundatio, Milan, IT
MP 378 Peptide Dimethylation Yields Enhanced y-Ion Series and 
Greater Sequence Coverage in Proteomics; Jeremy E. 
Melanson1; J. Stuart Grossert1; Kenneth A. Chisholm1;
Devanand M. Pinto1; 1NRC Institute for Marine Biosciences, 
Halifax, NS, Canada
MP 379 Can Metal Ions be used as Gas Phase Disulfide Bond 
Cleavage Reagents?; Hadi Lioe1; Mubing Duan1; Richard, A. 
J. O'Hair1; 1The University of Melbourne, Parkville, VIC, 
Australia
MP 380 Secondary Structure of Gas-Phase Peptide and Protein 
Cations Probed by Electron Capture Dissociation Fourier 
Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry;
Yury O. Tsybin1; Mark R. Emmett1; Christopher L. 
Hendrickson1; Oleg Yu. Tsybin2; Alan G. Marshall1; 1National 
High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Tallahassee, FL; 2State 
Polytechnical University, Saint-Petersburg, Russia
MP 381 Behavior of Peptide/Copper Complexes in the Gas Phase: 
Evidencing of Zwitterionic Forms from Doubly Charged 
Species; Michel Boutin1; Claudia Bich1; Julien Franck1;
Carlos Afonso1; Françoise Fournier1; Jean-Claude Tabet1;
1University Paris 6, UMR 7613, Paris, France
MP 382 Facilitated de novo Sequencing of Peptides by Charge 
Derivatization and C-Terminal Digestion; John C. Gebler1;
Peter J. Lee1; Weibin Chen1; 1Waters Corporation, Milford, 
MA
MP 383 Recognition of Individual Amino Acid Isomeric Form in 
Peptides by FT ICR Mass Spectrometry. Application to 
Alzheimer's Disease Peptides; Igor A. Popov1; Sergey 
Kozin2; Oleg N. Kharybin2; Aleksey S. Kononikhin1; Eugene 
N. Nikolaev1; 1The Institute for Energy Problems of Chem. 
Physics, Moscow, Russia; 2The Institute for Biomedical 
Chemistry, Moscow, Russia
MP 384 Sequencing Unknown Marine Peptide Based on Accurate 
Mass and Natural Tag of Halogen Atoms; Xidong Feng1;
Damian Laid2; Tim Bugni2; Guy Carter1; Mary Kay Harper2;
Chris Ireland2; 1Discovery Analytical Chemistry, Wyeth 
Research, Pearl River, NY; 2Department of Medicinal 
Chemistry, U. of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT
MP 385 Sequencing of New Antibacterial Peptides by Mass 
Spectrometry; Christin Stegemann1; Alexander Kolobov2;
Vladimir Kokryakov2; Ralf Hoffmann1; 1University of Leipzig, 
Leipzig, Germany; 2St. Petersburg State University, St. 
Petersburg, Russia
MP 386 Odd-Electron Radical Fragments and charge Site 
Locations Investigated in 157 nm Photodissociation of 
Peptide Ions; Liangyi Zhang1; Matthew S. Thompson1; James 
P. Reilly1; 1Indiana University, Bloomington, IN
MP 387 Gastro-Analogous in vitro Digestion Of Bovine &Beta;-
Casein as Studied by Nano-ES-MS/MS and MALDI-PSD;
Christian E. H. Schmelzer1; Regina Schöps1; Lucy Reynell1;
Reinhard H. H. Neubert1; Klaus Raith1; 1Martin Luther 
University Halle-Wittenberg, Halle (Saale), Germany
MP 388 Misassignment of Oxidized Residues by MS/MS can be 
Eliminated using N-terminal Derivatization to Simplify 
Peptide Dissociation Patterns; Juma D. Bridgewater1; R. 
Srikanth1; Richard W. Vachet1; 1University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, MA
MP 389 Immonium Ion Intensity is a Strong Predictor of 
Associated Amino Acid Presence using a QSTAR Hybrid 
TOF Mass Spectrometer; Laura J. Hohmann1; Jimmy K. 
Eng2; Andrew B. Gemmill1; Jennifer Jackson1; John E. 
Klimek1; Olga Vitek1; Daniel B. Martin1; 1Institute for 
Systems Biology, Seattle, WA; 2Fred Hutchinson Cancer 
Research Center, Seattle, WA
MP 390 Novel Tags for Analysis of Peptides by ESI Mass 
Spectrometry Enhance MS Signals and Promote Gas-
Phase Edman Cleavage; Dongxia Wang1; Sunan Fang1;
Robert M. Wohlhueter1; 1Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC), Atlanta, GA
MP 391 Improved MS/MS Spectra for De novo Interpretation 
Through Photodissociation of N-Sulfonated Peptides in a 
Quadrupole Ion Trap; Jeffrey J Wilson1; Jennifer S 
Brodbelt1; 1University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Tx
MP 392 Withdrawn
MP 393 Facile Generation and Characterization of Cationic 
Radical Peptides: Ligand Effect and Peptide Structures;
Corey. N.W. Lam1; Galina Orlova2; Julia Laskin3; Ivan K. 
Chu1; 1Dep. of Chemistry/The University of Hong Kong, Hong 
Kong, China; 2Dep. of Chemistry/St. Francis Xavier 
University, Antigonish, Canada; 3Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, Richland, WA
MP 394 Peptide de-novo Sequencing using a Lys specific Protease 
and N-Terminal Tagging; Pau-Miau Yuan1; Philip Ross1;
Xunming Chen1; Darryl Pappin1; 1Applied Biosystems, 
Framingham, MA
MP 395 Using Molecular Dynamics to Probe Fragmentation 
Mechanisms of Peptide Ozonolysis Products; Jeffrey M. 
Spraggins II1; Julia Laskin2; Murray V. Johnston1; Douglas P. 
Ridge1; 1The University of Delaware, Newark, DE; 2Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, WA
MP 396 Observation of Changes in Deuteration during 
Oligomerization of VP40 by Hydrogen-Deuterium 
Exchange Mass Spectrometry; Leslie P. Silva1; David C. 
Schriemer1; 1University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada
MP 397 Identification and Structural Elucidation of CD22-Binding 
Proteins from Human, Bovine, and Camel Milk by 
Composition Based Sequencing; Andreas Roempp1; Marko 
Mank2; Nadine Bock3; Bernd Stahl2; Soerge Kelm3; Bernhard 
Spengler1; 1Justus Liebig University, Giessen, Germany; 
2Numico Research, Friedrichsdorf, Germany; 3University of 
Bremen, Bremen, Germany
MODIFIED PROTEINS I 
MP 398 Identification and Characterization of Bacteriophage 
Proteins by Mass Spectrometry; Susan T. Weintraub1;
Christopher A. Carroll1; Elena T. Wright1; Julie A. Thomas1;
Mandy Rolando1; Stephen C. Hardies1; Philip Serwer1;
1University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, TX
MP 399 Site Specific Determination of Tyrosine-O-sulfation 
Resulting from Tyrosylprotein Sulfotransferases; Yonghao 
Yu1; Julie A. Leary1; 1UC Davis, Davis, CA
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MP 400 Photo-Crosslinkable Proteins to Reveal Protein-Nucleic 
Acids Interactions: The Case of HIV-1 Nucleocapsid 
Protein and Genomic RNA; Prajakta C. Chaudhari1; Zhishi 
Guo1; Eizadora T. Yu1; Daniele Fabris1; 1University of 
Maryland, Baltimore County, Baltimore, MD
MP 401 Identification of Non-Enzymatically Glycosylated Protein 
Residues using Characteristic MS/MS Fragmentaton 
Patterns; Andrej Frolov1; Peter Hoffmann2; Ralf Hoffmann1;
1University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany; 2The University of 
Adelalaide, Adelaide, Australia
MP 402 Identification of New Glycated Proteins in Human 
Diabetic Plasma; Thomas A. Shaler1; Weixun Wang1; Perry 
J. Blackshear2; Christopher H. Becker1; 1PPD, Inc., Menlo 
Park, CA; 2NIEHS, RTP, NC
MP 403 Assessing Selenomethionine Labeling using LC-ESI-MS;
Medha J. Tomlinson1; Mark E. Michalak1; Margaret Pietras1;
Richard A. Petrillo1; David L. Banach1; David W. Borhani1;
John A. Mankovich1; 1Abbott Bioresearch Center, Worcester, 
MA
MP 404 Redox Signalling in Dormant and Germinating Wheat 
Seeds Studied by a Disulfide Proteomic Approach; Natalia 
V Bykova1; Brenda Hoehn1; Jo-Ann Stebbing1; Christof 
Rampitsch1; Ron Knox2; Mark Jordan1; Werner Ens3;
1Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, CRC, Winnipeg, 
Canada; 2Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, SPARC, Swift 
Current, Canada; 3University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada
MP 405 A Differential Tandem Mass Spectrometry Technique for 
Studying Protein Interaction with Arsenic; Zhongwen 
Wang1; Hongquan Zhang1; Xingfang Li1; X. Chris Le1;
1University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada
MP 406 Post-Translational Modifications (PTMs) of MeCP2 
Protein in vivo; Yuan Gao1; Yinsheng Wang1; 1University of 
California at Riverside, Riverside, CA
MP 407 A Universal Method for the Determination of 
Posttranslational Modification by the Small Ubiquitin-
Related Modifier SUMO; Wendell P. Griffith1; Robert J. 
Cotter1; 1Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, 
Baltimore, MD
MP 408 Characterization by Mass Spectrometry of Tetanus 
Toxoid, the Immunogenic Component of Tetanus Vaccine;
Morten Thaysen-Andersen1; Sys Borcher Jørgensen2; Jesper 
Westphal Petersen2; Peter Højrup1; 1University of Southern 
Denmark, Odense, Denmark; 2Statens Seruminstitut, 
Copenhagen, Denmark
MP 409 Electron Capture Dissociation (ECD) and the Challenge of 
Posttranslational Proteome Complexity; Xin Zhang1;
Shenheng Guan1; Robert J Chalkley1; Keith Vosseller2;
Jonathan C Trinidad1; Alma L Burlingame1; 1University of 
California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA; 2Drexel 
University College of Medcine, Philadelphia, PA
MP 410 Characterization of a Rare Modification on a Variant 
Human TNF Protein; Melissa D Zolodz1; Helen Chung1;
Michael L Klein1; 1Xencor, Monrovia, CA
MP 411 Characterization of a Novel S hydroxylysyl-Methionine 
Crosslink in Collagen IV using an LTQ-FT; Amy-Joan L. 
Ham1; Roberto Vanacore1; Thomas P. Conrads2; Timothy D. 
Veenstra2; Billy Hudson1; 1Vanderbilt University Medical 
Center, Nashville, TN; 2SAIC Frederick, Inc, Frederick, MD
MP 412 Identification of S-Nitrosylated Cysteines in Human 
Endothelial Nitric Oxide Synthase (eNOS); Manorama 
Tummala1; Victor Ryzhov1; Kandasamy Ravi2; Stephen 
Black3; 1Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL; 2Cold 
Spring Harbor Laboratories, Cold Spring Harbor , NY; 
3University of Montana, Missoula, MT
MP 413 Identification of Post-Translational Modifications of High 
Mobility Group A1 Proteins from Human Breast Cancer 
Tissues by Tandem Mass Spectrometry; Yan Zou1;
Yinsheng Wang1; 1University of California at Riverside, 
Riverside, CA
MP 414 Locating the Ritonavir Modification Site on Cytochrome 
P450 3A4 by LC-MS/MS; Stone D.-H. Shi1; Wei O. Chen1;
Michael J. Greig1; Darin Vanderpool1; Jacques Ermolieff1;
1Pfizer Global R&D, La Jolla Labs, San Diego, CA
MP 415 Characterization of CMD-193, a Calicheamicin-Anti-
Lewis Y Monoclonal Antibody Conjugate Using MS Based 
Methods; Jason X. Tang1; Eugene Vidunas1; Parimal Desai1;
Mark Ruppen1; 1Wyeth Research, Pearl River, NY
MP 416 The Study of Post-Translational Modifications of Human 
20S Proteasome by Mass Spectrometry; Qingchun Zhang1;
Yinsheng Wang1; 1University of California at Riverside, 
Riverside, CA
PROTEINS GENERAL I 
MP 417 Protein Identification via Ion Trap Collision-induced 
Dissociation and Examination of Low Mass Product Ion 
Spectra; Jeremiah J. Bowers1; Jian Liu1; Harsha P. 
Gunawardena1; Scott A. McLuckey1; 1Purdue University, 
West Lafayette, IN
MP 418 Top Down Identification and Characterization of Intact 
Human Saliva Proteins; Jennifer Zhang1; Vlad Zabrouskov1;
Thomas C. McClure1; Joseph A. Loo2; Kym F. Faull2; David 
T. Wong2; Julian P. Whitelegge 2; 1Thermo Electron 
Corporation, San Jose, CA; 2University of California, Los 
Angeles, CA
MP 419 Disulphide Bridge Determination and Characterisation of 
Low Mass Heterogeneity in Intact Mouse Urinary Proteins 
by FTICR-MS; Duncan H. Robertson1; Steve C. Wong2; Jane 
L. Hurst1; Robert J. Beynon1; Simon J. Gaskell2; 1University 
of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK; 2University of Manchester, 
Manchester, UK
MP 420 Extending Top Down Mass Spectrometry to Larger (229 
kDa) Proteins; Xuemei Han1; Mi Jin1; Giuseppe Infusini1;
Kathrin Breuker2; Fred W. McLafferty1; 1Cornell University, 
Ithaca, NY; 2University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria
MP 421 Optimum Dissociation of Noncovalent and Backbone 
Bonds in Gaseous 144 kDa Protein Ions; Mi Jin1; Xuemei 
Han1; Kathrin Breuker2; Valerie C. Clark1; Fred W. 
McLafferty1; 1Cornell University, Ithaca, NY; 2Innsbruck 
University, Innsbruck, Austria
MP 422 Towards Fast Mapping of Protein Disulfide Bonds using 
Negative Ion Fragmentation with a Broad-Band precursor 
Selection; Mingxuan Zhang1; Igor A. Kaltashov1; 1University 
of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA
MP 423 Studying the Effects of Small Ligands on the Chaperone 
Activity of HIV-1 Nucleocapsid Protein p7 by ESI-FTMS;
Kevin B. Turner1; Nathan A. Hagan1; Katherine A. 
Kellersberger1; Daniele Fabris1; 1University of Maryland, 
Baltimore County, Baltimore, MD
MP 424 Disulfide Bond Mapping of Recombinant Monoclonal 
Antibodies and Recombinant Proteins using Multiple 
Enzymatic Digestion, LC/MS and Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA); Li Zang1; Damian Houde1; Tyler Carlage1;
Yelena Lyubarskaya1; 1Analytical Development Depart., 
BiogenIdec, Inc., Cambridge, MA
MP 425 Top-Down Analysis of Transthyretin using a 
Quadrupole/Orthogonal Acceleration TOF Mass 
Spectrometer; Roger Theberge1; Jon Kingsbury1; Elena 
Klimtchuk1; Lawreen H Connors1; Martha Skinner1; Peter 
O'Connor1; Bogdan Budnik2; Catherine E Costello1; 1Boston 
University School of Medicine, Boston, MA; 2Harvard 
Medical School, Boston, MA
MP 426 Study of Free and Albumin-Complexed Antineoplastic 
Benzyl Styryl Sulfone in Patient Sera from Phase I Clinical 
Trial; John Roboz1; Sool Yeon Cho1; Stanely C Bell2;
Premkumar Reddy3; Takao Ohnuma1; 1Mount Sinai School of 
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Medicine, New York, NY; 2Onconova Therapeutics, Inc., 
Lawrenceville, NJ; 3Temple University, Philadelphia, PA
MP 427 Liquid Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry Methods for 
the Detailed Characterization of Intact Proteins in the 
Development of Recombinant Glycoprotein Therapeutics;
Joseph E. McClellan1; Colleen Steinmeyer1; Judith Gallant1;
Heather Eichert1; Himakshi K. Patel1; Michael A. Jankowski1;
Thomas J. Porter1; Jason C. Rouse1; 1Wyeth Biotech, Andover, 
MA
MP 428 The Application of Intact Mass Analysis to Characterize 
Product-Related Impurities in Cell Culture Harvest;
Yonghui Wang1; Darryl Davis2; Minhong Zhuang1; David 
Jan1; Michael Lewis2; Michael D. Bond2; Sham-Yuen Chan1;
1Cell Biology, Centocor R&D Inc., Radnor, PA; 2Analytical 
Development, Centocor R&D Inc., Radnor, PA
MP 429 Identification of Secretome During Skeletal Muscle 
Development; Chi Yuet Chan1; K.W. Michael Siu1; John C. 
McDermott1; 1York University, Toronto, Canada
MP 430 Intact Mass Analysis of Whole Antibodies by SEC-MS 
Analysis; Lowell J. Brady1; Alain Balland1; Theresa 
Martinez1; 1Amgen, Inc., Seattle, WA
PROTEINS:  MEMBRANE 
MP 431 Characterizing the Mitochondrial Inner-Membrane 
Kinase, PARL by Mass Spectrometry; Eric A. Berg1;
Jordan B. Fishman1; Luca Pellegrini2; 121st Century 
Biochemicals, Marlboro, MA; 2Université Laval, Quebec, QC, 
CAN
MP 432 Investigation of Drug Metabolizing Enzymes using 
Chemical Crosslinking, Isotope Labeling and Mass 
Spectrometry; Qiuxia Gao1; Catalin Doneanu1; Scott 
Shaffer1; Elinor Adman1; David Goodlett1; Sidney Nelson1;
1University of Washington, Seattle, WA
MP 433 Molecular Architecture of Pancreatic Zymogen Granule 
Membranes; Xuequn Chen1; Eric S. Simon1; Donna M. 
Veine1; John A. Williams1; P. C. Andrews 1; 1The University 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
MP 434 Enhancing Sequence Coverage of Integral Membrane 
Proteins Using Proteomic Approaches: Application to the 
G-protein Coupled Receptor for Neurotensin; Jenny TC 
Ho1; Sonja Hess1; 1NIDDK/NIH, Bethesda, MD
MP 435 Identification of the the Ciliary Membrane Proteome in 
Rat Olfactory Sensory Neurons; Uwe Warnken1; Ulrich 
Mayer2; Nicole Ungerer2; Daniel Klimmeck2; Frank Mohrlen2;
Stephan Frings2; Martina Schnolzer1; 1German Cancer 
Research Center, Prot.Anal.Facility, Heidelberg, Germany; 
2University of Heidelberg, Inst. of Zoology, Heidelberg, 
Germany
MP 436 Characterization of the Outer Membrane Protein Profile 
of Clinical Helicobacter pylori Isolates by Subcellular 
Fractionation and Nano-LC FT-ICR MS Analysis; Elisabet 
Carlsohn1; Johanna Nystrom1; Hasse Karlsson1; Carol L 
Nilsson2; Ann-Mari Svennerholm1; 1Inst. Biomedicine, 
Goteborg University, Goteborg, Sweden; 2National High 
Magnetic Field Laboratory, Tallahassee, FL
MP 437 Identification of Protein Transmembrane Domain 
Segments Using Shotgun Proteomics; Adele R Blackler1;
Christine C Wu1; 1University of Colorado Health Sciences 
Center, Aurora, CO
MP 438 Identification and Validation of the Antiproliferative 
Factor Bladder Epithelial Cell Receptor in Interstitial 
Cystitis; Thomas P. Conrads1; Brian L. Hood1; Gillian Tocci2;
Li Guo 3; Chen-Ou Zhang 3; Christopher J. Michejda 2;
Timothy D. Veenstra1; Susan K. Keay3; 1SAIC-Frederick, Inc., 
Frederick, MD; 2NCI-Frederick, Frederick, MD; 3University 
of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD
MP 439 Proteomic Analysis of Early and Late Endocytic Vesicles 
Purified from Rat Liver by a Novel Fluorescence Cell 
Sorter Technique; Jin J. Wang1; Lianji Jin1; Edward Nieves1;
Linda Siconolfi-Baez1; Yansen Xiao1; Kristie Gordon2; Ruth 
H. Angeletti1; Allan W. Wolkoff1; 1Albert Einstein College of 
Medicine, Bronx, NY; 2Columbia University, New York, NY
MP 440 Association of CatSper with Cav3.3 leads to Suppression of 
T-Type Calcium Channel Activity; Anita Saraf1; Di Zhang1;
Jun Chen1; Steve Cassar1; Ping Han1; Jorge D Brioni1; James 
P Sullivan1; Murali Gopalkrishnan1; John C Rogers1; 1Abbott 
Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL
MP 441 New 1D and 2D Gels for the Characterization of 
Hydrophobic Proteins; Caroline Tokarski1; Anne-Gaëlle 
Fournial1; Christian Rolando1; 1Universite des Sciences et 
Technologies de Lille, Villeneuve d'Ascq, France
MP 442 A New Strategy for Intact Mass Measurement of 
Hydrophobic Proteins by MALDI-MS; Yibai Chen1; Tony 
Yeung1; 1Fox Chase Cancer Center, Philadelphia, PA
MP 443 Proteomic Analysis of Torpedo Californica Electroplaque 
as a Model for the Neuromuscular Junction; Javad 
Nazarian1; Yetrib Hathout1; Eric P Hoffman1; Bindesh 
Shrestha2; Akos Vertes2; 1Children's National Medical Center, 
Washington, DC; 2George Washington University, 
Washington, DC
MP 444 Proteomic Studies of Cell Surface Proteins of Prostate 
Cancer Cells; Zhenyu Huang1; Xiaoning Lu1; Jianjun Zhai1;
Natasha Kyprianou1; Haining Zhu1; 1University of kentucky, 
Lexington, KY
MP 445 Toxoplasma Gondii Membrane Subproteome Analysis 
Improved by Membrane Isolation and Pre-Fractionation 
Prior to Mass Spectrometry; L. J. Jin1; T. Huang1; B. Burd1;
H. Zhang1; L. M. Weiss1; R. H. Angeletti1; 1Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine, Bronx, NY
MP 446 A Ligand Based Structural Biology Approach for the 
Characterization of the Cannabinoid Receptor Binding 
Domains; John Williams1; Suma Yaddanapudi1; Wei Xu1;
Ganesh Thakur1; Nikolai Zvonok1; Paul Vouros2; Alexandros 
Makriyannis1; 1Center for Drug Discovery, Northeastern 
University, Boston, MA; 2Barnett Institute, Northeastern 
University, Boston, MA
MP 447 A Mass Spectrometry Study on the Topology of 
Cytochrome P450 17&alpha;-Cytochrome b5 Complex by 
Using Crosslinker; Hajime Mizuno1; Shunsuke Izumi1;
Takeshi Yamazaki1; Toshifumi Hirata1; Shiro Kominami1;
1Hiroshima Univ., Higashihiroshima, Japan
MP 448 Investigating the Function of Lipids in the Membrane 
Protein Cytochrome c Oxidase via Mass Spectrometry and 
Lipid Profile Modification; Xi Zhang1; Carrie Hiser1; Banita 
Tamot1; Christoph Benning1; Shelagh M. Ferguson-Miller1;
Gavin E. Reid1; 1Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI
MP 449 Proteomic Analysis of Plasma Membrane and Secretory 
Vesicles from Human Neutrophils; Deepa Jethwaney1; Md. 
Rafiqul Islam2; Kevin G. Leidal2; Daniel B-V de Bernade3;
Kevin P. Campbell3; William M Nauseef2; Bradford W 
Gibson1; 1Buck Institute of Age Research, Novato, CA; 
2University of Iowa, Deparment of Medicine, Iowa City, IA; 
3University of Iowa, Howard Hughes Med. Institute, Iowa 
City, IA
MP 450 The Proteins of the Phagosome as Detected by LC-MS/MS 
and Confirmed by Confocal Microscopy; Andy Jankowski1;
John G Marshall1; 1Ryerson University, Toronto, Canada
MP 451 Mass Spectrometry and Stem Cells: Identification of 
Differentially Expressed Membrane and Membrane-
associated Proteins Using 2-DGE and LC/MS-MS; Lori D 
Shoemaker2; Harley I Kornblum1; Daniel H Geschwind1;
Julian P Whitelegge2; Kym F Faull2; 1School of Medicine, 
UCLA, Los Angeles, CA; 2Pasarow Mass Spectrometry 
Laboratory, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA
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MP 452 Large scale Analysis of Olfactory Receptors in Human 
Sperm Membranes; Andreas Kyas1; Jon Barbour2; Hanns 
Hatt2; Eva Neuhaus2; Dirk Wolters1; 1Analytical Chemistry, 
University of Bochum, Bochum, Germany; 2Cellphysiology, 
University of Bochum, Bochum, Germany
MP 453 Application of Quantitative Mass Spectrometry to Cancer 
Metastasis; Hui Liu1; Forest M. White2; Richard O. Hynes1;
1Center for Cancer Research, MIT, Cambridge, MA; 
2Biological Engineering, MIT, Cambridge, MA
MP 454 Optimized Protocols for Identification and Relative 
Quantification of Plasma Membrane Proteins from Minute 
Amounts of Frozen Tissues; Jacek R. Wisniewski1; Matthias 
Mann1; 1Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry, Martinsried, 
Germany
CARBOHYDRATES/OLIGOSACCHARIDES I 
MP 455 New Ionic Liquid Matrix for Direct UV-MALDI-TOF-MS 
Analysis of Dermatan Sulfate Oligosaccharides; Tatiana N. 
Laremore1; Fuming Zhang1; Robert J. Linhardt1; 1Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY
MP 456 Miniaturized Graphitized Carbon LC-MS of Chondroitin 
Sulfate Oligosaccharides from Enzymatically Treated 
Aggrecan; Ruby P. Estrella1; John M. Whitelock1; Nicolle H. 
Packer2; Niclas G. Karlsson2; 1GSBME, University of New 
South Wales, Sydney, Australia; 2Proteome Systems Ltd., 
Sydney, Australia
MP 457 Analysis of Gangliosides by Capillary Electrophoresis / 
Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry with Volatile 
Buffers; Mei-Chun Tseng1; Gour-Rong Her2; 1Institute of 
Chemistry, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan; 2Department of 
Chemistry, National Taiwan Universit, Taipei, Taiwan
MP 458 Predicting Infrared Spectra of Alkali-Attached Methylated 
Pyranoside Ions: Conformational Analysis with 
Computational Methods; Cesar S. Contreras1; Jose J. Valle1;
John R. Eyler1; 1University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
MP 459 A Glycomics Application to Glycosaminoglycan 
Expression in Caenorhabditis elegans; Gregory O Staples1;
John F. Cipollo1; Joseph Zaia1; 1Boston University School of 
Medicine, Boston, MA
MP 460 The Development of ESI-FTICR-MS Methods for 
Structural Characterization of the Oligosaccharide 
Antibiotic Everninomicin; Li-Kang Zhang1; Larry Heimark1;
Birendra N Pramanik1; 1Schering-Plough Research Institute, 
Kenilworth, NJ
MP 461 Mass Spectrometric Characterization of 
Lipophosphoglycan from Trichomonas vaginalis; Ulf 
Sommer1; Bibhuti N. Singh2; Gary R. Hayes2; John F. 
Cipollo1; Catherine E. Costello1; 1Boston University School of 
Medicine, Boston, MA; 2SUNY Upstate Medical University, 
Syracuse, NY
MP 462 Optimized Extraction of Glycosaminoglycans from 
Cartilage for Disease State Glycomics; Alicia M. 
Hitchcock1; Sonya Shortkroff2; Karen E. Yates2; Catherine E. 
Costello1; Joseph Zaia1; 1Boston University School of 
Medicine, Boston, MA; 2Brigham and Women’s Harvard 
Medical School, Boston, MA
MP 463 Characterization of Minor Glycan Structures on 
Monoclonal Antibodies by Matrix-Assisted Laser 
Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry; Danielle L. 
Pace1; Paul Kodama1; Theresa Martinez1; Alain Balland1;
Wesley Wang1; 1Amgen Washington, Seattle, WA
MP 464 ESI QTOF MS/MS of Protonated Calicheamicin 
Derivatives; Qiang Fu1; Changsheng Zhang1; Jon S. 
Thorson1; Lingjun Li1; 1University of Wisconsin at Madison, 
Madison, Wisconsin
MP 465 Quantitative Determination of Endogenous Glucose in 
Human Nerve Tissues and Erythrocytes by Turboionspray 
LC/MS/MS; Laixin Wang1; Min Meng1; K C Van Horne1;
Patrick Bennett1; 1Tamdem Labs, Salt Lakd City, UT; 
2Dainippon Pharmaceuticals Company Limited, Osaka, Japan
MP 466 Investigation by Mass Spectrometry of New Molecular 
Hosts: Cyclic Oligomer of Sugar Amino Acid and Sugar-
Aza-Crown Ethers; Françoise Fournier1; Carlos Afonso1;
Mickaël Ménand1; Louis Hamon2; Juan Xie3; Jean-Claude 
Tabet1; 1University Paris 6, UMR 7613, Paris, France; 
2University Paris 6, UMR 7611, Paris, France; 3Ecole 
normale supérieure, Cachan, France
MP 467 Development of a System for Accurate and Highly 
Sensitive Measurements of Non-Human Glycoprotein 
Modifications on Cultured Human Embryonic Stem Cells;
W. Travis Berggren1; Kevin R. Conard1; Tenneille E. 
Ludwig2; Jennifer L. Frane2; Lloyd M. Smith3; James A. 
Thomson2; 1WiCell Research Institute, Madison, WI; 2Nat. 
Primate Res. Cntr/Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, WI; 3Dept. of 
Chemistry-Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
MP 468 Analysis of Protonated and Cationized Glycoconjugate 
(Macrolide) Antibiotics by ESI-LE-CID (IT), Vacuum 
MALDI-HE-CID (TOF/RTOF) and Mass Frontier 
Fragmentation Library; Ernst Pittenauer1; Omar Belgacem2;
Robert Mistrik3; Guenter Allmaier1; 1Vienna University of 
Technology, Vienna, Austria; 2Shimadzu Biotech Kratos 
Analytical, Manchester, UK; 3HighChem, Bratislava, Slovakia
PROTEOMICS:  NEW METHODS I 
MP 469 Incorporating Theoretical Peptide pI Information in 
PeptideProphet to Improve Validation of MS/MS Samples 
Separated by Isoelectric Focusing; David Shteynberg1;
Alexey Nesvizhskii3; Johan Malmstroem2; Ruedi Aebersold2;
1Institute for Systems Biology, Seattle, WA; 2Swiss Federal 
Institute for Technology Zürich ETHZ, Zürich , Switzerland; 
3University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
MP 470 Two-Dimensional Mapping (pI and m/Z) of Human Serum 
by Combining Microchip and MALDI-TOF-MS; Machiko 
Fujita1; Wataru Hattori1; Hiroko Someya1; Tohru Sano1; Yo 
Tabuse1; Kenji Miyazaki1; Hirotaka Minagawa1; Masahiko 
Kuroda2; Hisao Kawaura1; Ken’ichi Kamijo1; 1Fundamental 
and Environmental Res.Labs., NEC Corp., Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 
Japan; 2Tokyo Medical University, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan
MP 471 Combining Microfluidic HPLC Chip Technology with a 
Hybrid Triple Quadrupole Fourier Transform Ion 
Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometer; J. Larry 
Campbell1; Paula P. Pittock1; Hongfeng Yin2; Kevin Killeen2;
Reid Brennen2; Gilles A. Lajoie1; 1University of Western 
Ontario, London, Ontario; 2Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, 
CA
MP 472 Low Mass Error Tolerance and the Mass Sieve Approach 
to Peptide Mass Fingerprinting with MALDI-FTICR-MS;
Eric D. Dodds1; Hyun Joo An1; Paul J. Hagerman1; Carlito B. 
Lebrilla1; 1University of California Davis, Davis, CA
MP 473 De novo Sequencing of Tryptic Digests: A Method for 
Amino Acid Sequencing by Coupling The CAF Method 
with Affinity-isolation; Daisuke Nakayama1; Minoru 
Yamaguchi1; Hiroki Kuyama1; Eiji Ando1; Taka-aki 
Okamura2; Norikazu Ueyama2; Takashi Nakazawa3; Osamu 
Nishimura1; Susumu Tsunasawa1; 1Shimadzu Corporation, 
Kyoto, Japan; 2Osaka University, Toyonaka, Japan; 3Nara 
Women’s University, Nara, Japan
MP 474 Extended-pH-range Chromatofocusing Combined with 
MS for the Analysis of Complex Protein Mixtures; Ying 
Zhang1; Zhihui Wen1; Liang Li1; 1University of Alberta, 
Edmonton, Alberta
MP 475 Application of (CE-MS) n to the High Throughput Analysis 
of Complex Protein Digests Utilizing Narrow Mass Range 
Scans; Selynda Soto1; Mehdi Moini1; 1University of Texas, 
Austin, TX
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MP 476 A “Middle-Down” Platform for Interrogation of the 
Human Nucleus Using 2-Dimensional LC-FTICR-MS/MS;
Paul M Thomas1; Craig D Wenger1; Bryan A Parks1; Dana E 
Robinson1; Ryan T Fellers1; Yong-bin Kim1; Leonid 
Zamdborg1; Richard D LeDuc1; Andrew J Forbes2; Neil L 
Kelleher1; 1University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, 
Urbana, IL; 2Center for Top Down Proteomics, Urbana, IL
MP 477 A New Device for LC-MALDI by Heated Droplet 
Concentration and Impulse-Driven Deposition; J. Bryce 
Young1; Liang Li1; 1University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada
MP 478 An Investigation of Travelling Wave and Drift Tube IMS 
Separations of Protein Ion Charge States and their 
Fragments; Steven D Pringle1; Kevin Giles1; Stormy L 
Koeniger2; Stephen J Valentine3; Robert H Bateman1; David E 
Clemmer2; 1Waters MS Technologies Centre, Manchester, 
UK; 2Department of Chemistry, Indiana University, 
Bloomington, IN; 3Predictive Physiology and Medicine, 
Bloomington, IN
MP 479 Comprehensive Analysis of Glycosylated and 
Phosphorylated Proteins Using Extended Range Proteomic 
Analysis with Combined Collisional-Induced Dissociation 
and Electron Transfer Dissociation; Shiaw-Lin Wu1; Barry 
Karger1; 1Northeastern University, Boston, MA
MP 480 Efficient Prefractionation of Proteomes According to pI 
and MW without 2D-Gels: Application to E. coli and 
Arabidopsis; Laurence V Bindschedler1; Magnus Palmblad1;
Rainer K Cramer1; 1The University of Reading, Reading, UK
MP 481 Improved Protein Separation and Identification by use of 
2D Liquid Protein Fractionation and Ion Mobility Mass 
Spectrometry Approaches; Susan E. Slade1; Konstantinos 
Thalassinos1; Jonathan P. Williams1; Robert H. Bateman2;
Kevin Giles2; James H. Scrivens1; 1University of Warwick, 
Coventry, UK; 2Waters MS Technologies, Manchester, UK
MP 482 Determining Single Amino Acid Polymorphisms (SAAPs) 
with Ion Mobility Spectrometry/Mass Spectormetry 
Techniques; Stephen J. Valentine1; Sevugarajan 
Sundarapandian2; Ruwan T. Kurulugama2; David E. 
Clemmer2; 1Predictive Physiology and Medicine, Inc., 
Bloomington, IN; 2Indiana University, Bloomington, IN
MP 483 Comparison of Various Amine Reactive Modifications for 
Increased Verification of N-terminal Sequence 
Identification by Mass Spectrometry; Peter S. Liu1; Wendy 
Sandoval1; Anita Izrael-Tomasevic1; Jennie R. Lill1;
1Genentech Inc., South San Francisco, CA
MP 484 Determination of Sites of Modification of Human Keap1 
by Electrophiles Using FT ICR Mass Spectrometry; Yan 
Luo1; Aimee L. Eggler1; Andrew D. Mesecar1; Richard B. van 
Breemen1; 1University of Illinois College of Pharmacy, 
Chicago, IL
MP 485 Sub-organelle Protein Localization in Arabidopsis 
Thaliana Chloroplasts using an Accurate Mass and Time 
Tag Approach; Christophe D. Masselon1; Myriam Ferro1;
Sabine Brugiere1; Christophe Bruley1; Magali Court1;
Veronique Dupierris1; Sylvie Kieffer-Jaquinod1; Norbert 
Rolland2; Daniel Salvi2; Daphne Seigneurin-Berny2; Jacques 
Joyard2; Jerome Garin1; 1Lab. Chimie des Proteines, ERM-
0201 INSERM/UJF/CEA, Grenoble, France; 2Lab Physiologie 
vegetale UMR5168 CNRS/INRA/UJF/CEA, Grenoble, France
MP 486 Intact Protein Profiling with an Online CIEF-RPLC-MS 
System; Feng Zhou1; Murray Johnston1; 1University of 
Delawre, Newark, DE
MP 487 Targeting Proteome Dynamic Range Via Isotachophoresis-
Based Analyte Enrichment; Xueping Fang1; Paul A. 
Rudnick2; Brian M. Balgley2; Cheng S. Lee1; 1University of 
Maryland, College Park, MD; 2Calibrant Biosystems, 
Gaithersburg, MD
MP 488 Improved Laser Desorption/Ionization Conditions for 
High Throughput Analyses of Large Peptides and Intact 
Proteins by MALDI-TOF-MS; Eckhard Nordhoff1; Johan 
Gobom1; Hans Lehrach1; Armin Holle2; Jens Hoehndorf2;
1Max Planck Institute for Molecular Genetics, Berlin, 
Germany; 2Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany
MP 489 Combined Top-Down/Bottom-Up Proteome Analysis using 
Electrokinetic-Based Multidimensional Separations; Tong 
Guo1; Xueping Fang1; Yueju Wang1; Paul A. Rudnick2; Brian 
M. Balgley2; Cheng S. Lee1; 1University of Maryland, College 
Park, MD; 2Calibrant Biosystems, Gaithersburg, MD
MP 490 Analysis of Intact Mouse Urinary Proteins: A Combined 
Electron Transfer/ Collision-Induced Dissociation Strategy 
with Linear Ion Trap Mass Spectrometry; Zhiqi Hao1;
Sarah R. Hart2; Duncan HL Robertson3; Andreas FR Hühmer1;
Robert J Beynon3; Simon J Gaskell2; 1Thermo Electron Corp, 
San Jose, CA; 2University of Manchester, Manchester, UK; 
3University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK
MP 491 High-Resolution Protein Separation Coupled to On-Line, 
Top-Down Protein Analysis; Karl E V Burgess1; Logan 
Mackay2; Stefan Weidt2; Ken Cook3; Remco Swart4; Patrick 
RR Langridge-Smith2; Andrew R Pitt1; 1University of 
Glasgow, Glasgow, UK; 2University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, 
UK; 3Dionex UK, Camberley, UK; 4Dionex, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands
MP 492 Top-Down Proteomics Experiments Using LC-NSI-
ETD/CID MS/MS; Julie A. Horner1; Roger Biringer1; Zhiqi 
Hao1; Jae C. Schwartz1; 1Thermo Electron, San Jose, CA
MP 493 Improving Protein Identification Using a Combination of 
Collision Induced Dissociation and Electron Transfer 
Dissociation MS/MS; Ning Tang1; Paul C. Goodley1; David 
Horn1; Christine Miller1; Patric Hoerth1; Sheher Mohsin1;
1Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA
MP 494 A Proteomics Platform Based on Spectrum Alignment for 
de novo Sequencing by LTQ FT MS; Bogdan A. Budnik1;
Flavio Monigatti 1; Richard Lee 1; Thomas Patterson 1; Judith 
Steen 1; Hanno Steen1; 1Childrens Hospital Boston, Boston, 
MA
MP 495 Proteome Analysis of the Salmonella typhimurium by Ion 
Mobility Spectrometry - Time of Flight Mass 
Spectrometry; Olesya Y. Chornoguz1; Heather M. Mottaz1;
Samuel O. Purvine1; Michael A. Buschbach1; Angela D. 
Norbeck1; Navdeep Jaitly1; Fred Heffron2; Joshua N. Adkins1;
Keqi Tang1; Richard D. Smith1; 1Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, Richland, WA; 2Oregon Health Sciences 
University, Portland, OR
MP 496 Time Series Filtering of Linear MALDI-TOF Records for 
Full Mass Range Enhancement of Protein Survey; Dariya I 
Malyarenko1; William E. Cooke1; Eugene R. Tracy1; Richard 
R. Drake2; Susanna Shin2; O. John Semmes2; Maciek 
Sasinowski3; Dennis M. Manos1; 1College of William and 
Mary, Williamsburg, VA; 2Eastern Virginia Medical School, 
Norfolk, VA; 3INCOGEN, Inc., Williamsburg, VA
MP 497 Identification of Cognate Tumor-Associated Antigens 
using ProteomeLab™ PF-2D in Tandem with Mass 
Spectrometry; Francina C Chahal1; Diana Lipniczky1;
Jeannick Cizeau1; Nick Glover2; Glen C MacDonald1;
1Viventia Biotech Inc., Winnipeg, Canada; 2Viventia Biotech 
Inc., Toronto, Canada
PROTEOMICS:  LOWER ORGANISMS 
MP 498 Comparative Subcellular Proteomic Analysis of Virulent 
Mycobacterium Tuberculosis and Corresponded Vaccine 
Strain Mycobacterium Bovis BCG Reveals New MTB 
Pathogenicity; Sheng Gu1; Christian Forst1; Karen M. Dobos-
Elder2; John T. Belisle2; Xian Chen1; 1Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM; 2Colorado State University, 
Fort Collins, CO
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MP 499 A Proteomic View of L-lysine Production with 
Corynebacterium Glutamicum; Ansgar Poetsch1; Dirk 
Wolters2; Daniela Schluesener1; Frank Fischer1; Matthias 
Roegner1; 1Ruhr University Bochum, Plant Biochemistry, 
Bochum, Germany; 2Ruhr University Bochum, Analytical 
Chemistry, Bochum, Germany
MP 500 Proteomic Analysis of Aeromonas salmonicida type III 
Secretion Protein Complex in a Secretion Competent vs 
Secretion Non-Competent State; Roger O Ebanks1;
Devanand M. Pinto1; 1National Research Council Canada, 
Halifax, Canada
MP 501 Proteome Characterization of Cyanobacteria Bicarbonate 
Transporters Under Varying Carbon Dioxide Conditions;
David W. Reed1; Vicki S. Thompson1; Michelle R. Walton1;
Kastli D. Schaller1; Cody J. Permann1; Brady D. Lee1;
William A. Apel1; 1Idaho National Laboratory, Idaho Falls, 
ID
MP 502 Can a Protein Chemist get by with an LCQ-DUO for 
Shotgun Proteomics or is an LTQFT Really Needed?;
Brook Nunn2; Byron Gallis1; Manhong Wu1; Alexander 
Scherl1; Jinzhi Chen3; Samuel Miller1; David R. Goodlett1;
1University of Washington, Seattle, WA; 2University of Otago, 
Dunedin, New Zealand; 3Fred Hutchinson Cancer research 
Institute, Seattle, WA
MP 503 Proteomic Analysis of the Periplasm of the Yersinia Pestis 
Strain KIM6+; Rembert  Pieper1; Tina L. Gatlin1; David J. 
Clark1; Prashanth P. Parmar1; Hamid Alami1; Elizabeth M. 
Gebregorgis1; Shih-Ting Huang1; Srilatha Kuntumalla1;
Robert D. Perry2; Scott N. Peterson1; 1The Institute for 
Genomic Research, Rockville, MD; 2University of Kentucky, 
Lexington, KY
MP 504 Catabolic Pathways of an Environmental Bacterium: 
Protein Identification and Quantitative Analyses in a 
Complex Proteomics Project; Peter Hufnagel1; Ulrike 
Schweiger-Hufnagel1; Oksana Gvozdyak2; Ralf Rabus3;
1Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, Germany; 2Bruker 
Daltonics, Billerica, MA; 3Max-Planck-Institute for Marine 
Microbiology, Bremen, Germany
MP 505 Experimental Annotation of a Herpesvirus Genome; Dusan 
Kunec1; Bindu Nanduri1; Larry A. Hanson1; Shane C. 
Burgess1; 1Mississippi State University, Mississippi State, MS
MP 506 Differentiation of Specific and Non-Specific Protein 
Interactions in Bacteria by Isotopic Labeling and Mass 
Spectrometry; W. Judson Hervey, IV1; Chongle Pan1;
Patricia K. Lankford2; Dale A. Pelletier2; Gregory B. Hurst2;
1UT-ORNL Graduate School of Genome Science, Oak Ridge, 
TN; 2Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN
MP 507 Pox Proteomics: Mass Spectrometric Analysis and 
Identification of Vaccinia Virion Proteins; Jennifer Yoder1;
Tsefang Chen1; Cliff Gagnier1; Srilakshmi Vemulapalli1;
Claudia Maier1; Dennis Hruby1; 1Oregon State University, 
Corvallis, OR
MP 508 Proteomic Analysis of Stress Response of Bacillus 
stearothermophilus TLS33; Supachai Topanurak1; Suree 
Phutrakul1; Pinmanee Boontheung2; Joseph A. Loo2; 1Chiang 
Mai University, Chiang Mai, Thailand; 2University of 
California-Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA
MP 509 Identifications of Low Level Virulence Factors in Protein 
Fractions of Burkholderia cepacia using Mass 
Spectrometric Techniques; Samanthi I Wickramasekara1;
Amy Hilderbrand1; Julie Neilson1; Raina M Maier1; Vicki H 
Wysocki1; 1University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
MP 510 Proteomic Profiling of Methicillin Sensitive (MSSA) and 
Methicillin Resistant (MRSA) Staphylococcus Aureus 
Strains By LC-MS and LC-MS/MS; Therese McKenna1;
Christopher Hughes1; Vesela Encheva2; Haroun N Shah2;
James Langridge1; 1Waters Corporation, Manchester, UK; 
2Molecular Identification Services Unit, HPA, London, UK
MP 511 Proteomic Analysis of a Novel Anaerobic Bacterium, 
Syntrophus aciditrophicus; Yanan Yang1; Yongming Xie1;
Michael J. McInerney2; Robert Gunsalus3; Joseph A. Loo1;
Rachel R. Ogorzalek Loo4; 1UCLA, Department of Chemistry 
and Biochemistry, Los Angeles, CA; 2University of Oklahoma, 
Botany and Microbiology, Norman, OK; 3UCLA, Dept.of 
Microbiology and Molecular Genetics, Los Angeles, CA; 
4UCLA, Dept. of Biological Chemistry, Los Angeles, CA
MP 512 Dynamic Analysis for the Expression of the Heat Shock 
Proteins in Thermoanaerobacter Tengcongensis 
Corresponding with Temperature Elevated; Bo Meng1;
Jingqiang Wang1; Na Li1; Ningzhi Xu1; Yanhe Ma3; Siqi Liu1;
1Beijing Genomics Institute, CAS, Beijing , China; 2Beijing 
Proteomics Institute, Beijing, China; 3Institute of 
Microbiology, CAS, Beijing, China
MP 513 Sub-speciating Campylobacter Jejuni by Proteomic 
Analysis of Its Protein Biomarkers and Their Post-
Translational Modifications; Clifton K. Fagerquist1; Anna 
H. Bates1; Sekou Heath1; Bryan C. King1; Brandon Garbus1;
Leslie A. Harden1; 1Western Regional Research Center, ARS, 
USDA, Albany, CA
MP 514 Proteomic and Genomic Investigation of the Hydrogen 
Producing Thermophile Carboxydothermus 
hydrogenoformans; Kevin L Epting1; David W Reed1; Joni M 
Barnes1; Kastli D Schaller1; Jeff A Lacey1; Heather G 
Silverman1; Cody J Perman1; A S Colman2; Dennis L 
Maeder2; Frank T Robb2; Deborah T Newby1; Vicki S 
Thompson1; 1Idaho National Laboratory, Idaho Falls, ID; 
2Center of Marine Biotechnology, Univ. of Maryland, 
Baltimore, MD
MP 515 Post-Translational Modification of the Streptococcus 
pneumoniae Enolase; Karen Homer1; Susmitha Rao1; Renata 
Soares1; 1King's College London, London, UK
MP 516 The Cytoskeletal Scaffold of Toxoplasma gondii; Tianmin 
Huang1; Berta Burd1; Jun Zhai1; Lianji Jin1; Hongshan 
Zhang1; Pascal Verdier-Pinard1; Hui Xiao1; Edward Nieves1;
Kami Kim1; Andras Fiser1; Louis M. Weiss1; Ruth Hogue 
Angeletti1; 1Einstein Biodefense Proteomic Research Center, 
Bronx, NY
MP 517 Proteome Analysis of Zebrafish (Danio rerio) Liver; Andrea 
G. De Souza1; Nan Wang1; Lauren J. MacKenzie1; Greg G. 
Goss1; Liang Li1; 1University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada 
MP 518 Comprehensive proteome analysis of Brevibacillus brevis
47; Hanako Ataku1; Miyako Mise1; Keiko Nishijima1; Rie 
Otsuka1; Jun Yamazaki1; Syuji Yamazaki1; Kazumi Sasaki1;
Shinichi Tago1; Nobuyuki Fujita1; 1National Institute of 
Technology and Evaluation, Tokyo, Japan
MP 519 Cellular Localization of MS/MS Identified Cilia Proteins 
in Tetrahymena Themophila; Hongyan Li1; Jeffrey C. 
Smith1; Wei Li1; Ronald E. Pearlman1; K.W.Michael Siu1;
1York University, Toronto, Canada
MP 520 The Dynamic Range Challenges for Proteomics in 
Microbial Communities: From Extreme Environments to 
Common Pond Water; Nathan C. VerBerkmoes1; Rachna J. 
Ram2; Melissa Thompson1; Chrisitine Shook1; Vincent 
Denef2; Michael P. Thelen3; A. Borole1; Babu Raman1;
Manesh Shah1; Brian Davison1; Jillian F. Banfield2; Robert L. 
Hettich1; 1Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN; 
2University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA; 3Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA
MP 521 Combination of Mass Spectrometric Approaches to Study 
Protein Complexes in Yeast Hybrids; Elzbieta Piatkowska1;
Francesco L Brancia2; Daniela Delneri1; 1University of 
Manchester, Manchester, UK; 2Shimadzu Research 
Laboratory (Europe) LTD, Manchester, UK
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MP 522 A Quantitative Proteomic Study of Escherichia coli 
Expressing an Exogenous Pathway for Amorphadiene 
Production; Christopher J. Petzold1; Lance Kizer1; Wenqing 
Shui1; Wes Marner1; Rob Dahl1; David Garcia1; Jay D. 
Keasling1; 1University of California, Berkeley, CA
MP 523 Application of Proteomics Mass Spectrometry in 
Transcription Factor Discovery in Pyrococcus furiosus;
Meiyao Wang1; I. Jonathan Amster1; Robert A. Scott1;
1University of Georgia, Athens, GA
MP 524 Orthopox Proteomics and Host-Pathogen Interactions 
Investigated by Reversed-Phase LC-LTQ-OrbiTrap Mass 
Spectrometry; Ryan D Estep2; Nathan P Manes1; Harold R 
Udseth1; Heather M Mottaz1; Joshua N Adkins1; Scott W 
Wong2; Richard D Smith1; 1Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, Richland, WA; 2Oregon Health and Science 
University, Portland, OR
MP 525 High-Throughput Proteome Analysis of Pseudomonas 
putida KT 2440 by Multidimensional Separation Coupled 
with ESI-MS/MS; Jin Young Kim1; Gun Wook Park1; Sung-
Ho Yun1; Seung-Il Kim1; 1Korea Basic Science Institute, 
Daejeon, Korea
MP 526 Probing the AI-2 Regulatory Network in Porphyromonas 
gingivalis by a Proteomics Approach; Weibin Chen1;
Yoonsuk Park2; Richard J. Lamont2; John C. Gebler1; 1Waters 
Corporation, Milford, MA; 2University of Florida, 
Gainesville, FL
MP 527 Use of 2DGE and MALDI TOF-TOF MS To Create a 
Comprehensive Map of The Grape Berry Proteome;
Matthew D Wheatley1; Delphine Vincent1; David R. Quilici1;
David A Schooley1; Grant R Cramer1; 1University of Nevada, 
Reno, Reno, NV
MP 528 Tracking Infection Dynamics: New Approaches for 
Studying Viral-Host Interactions; Ileana M. Cristea1; John-
William N. Carroll1; Michael P. Rout1; Charles M. Rice1;
Margaret R. MacDonald1; Brian T. Chait1; 1The Rockefeller 
University, New York, NY
PROTEOMICS:  SAMPLE PREPARATION AND 
METHODOLOGIES I 
MP 529 Evaluating the Variability in Commercial Trypsin 
Preparations; David M. Bunk1; Paul C. Kline2; 1NIST, 
Gaithersburg, MD; 2Middle Tennessee State University, 
Murfreesboro, TN
MP 530 Comparison of LC-MALDI vs. Sample Fractionation by 
Step Elution using ZipTips(TM) for the Analysis of 
Peptide Mixtures; Matthew E Openshaw1; Joanne B 
Connolly1; Helen Montgomery2; 1Shimadzu Biotech, 
Manchester, UK; 2Koichi Tanaka Mass Spec Research Lab, 
Manchester, UK
MP 531 Out-of-Gel Experience: Optimization Studies to Achieve 
Improved Peptide Recovery from Digests of Gel-Separated 
Proteins; Alexander V. Lazarev1; Tomas Rejtar1; Barry L. 
Karger1; 1Barnett Institute, Northeastern University, Boston, 
MA
MP 532 Improving Protein Identification for Methanococcus 
maripaludis Using Trypsin to Mimic Arg-C Digestion and 
by Isolation of the N-terminal Peptides; Dhanashri Bagal1; I. 
Jonathan Amster1; 1University of Georgia, Athens, GA
MP 533 Monolithic LC-ES-MS/MS in Proteomic Analysis of 
Nodulation Factor-Treated Soybean Roots; James Ault1;
David Sumpton1; Joao Rodrigues1; Jerry Thomas1; Clara 
Diaz2; Herman Spaink2; Jane Thomas-Oates1; 1University of 
York, York, UK; 2Universiteit Leiden, Leiden, The Netherlands
MP 534 High Throughput Protein Identification using 2-
Dimensional Difference Gel Electrophoresis and Robotic 
Spot Picking for Aluminum Tolerance-Related Maize Root 
Tip Proteins; Yong Yang1; Robert Sherwood2; Sheng Zhang2;
Issa Isaac3; Theodore Thannhauser1; 1US Plant Soil and 
Nutrition Laboratory, Ithaca, NY; 2Proteomics Core Facility, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY; 3Genomic Solutions, Inc., Ann 
Arbor, MI
MP 535 Single Analysis Protein Profiling with Low Sample 
Amounts: GeLC/MS/MS or MudPIT?; Richard C. Jones1;
Jason T. Taylor1; Sheeno Thyparambil1; Ricky D. 
Edmondson1; 1FDA/NCTR, Jefferson, AR
MP 536 Positional Proteomics: Addressing the Problem of 
Proteome Complexity by Selective Recovery and Analysis 
of N-Terminal Peptides; Lucy McDonald1; Amy Claydon1;
Rachel Gore1; Robert J Beynon1; Simon J Gaskell2; 1The 
University of Liverpool, Liverpool, UK; 2The University of 
Manchester, Manchester, UK
MP 537 Detergent Extraction and 1D SDS-PAGE for the 
Enrichment of Plant Membrane Proteins and their 
Subsequent Detection by Tandem Mass Spectrometry;
Joohyun Lee1; Wesley Garrett1; Jian Feng2; Daniel Naiman2;
Bret Cooper1; 1USDA-ARS, Beltsville, MD; 2Johns Hopkins 
University, Baltimore, MD
MP 538 “MS-tern-Blotting” for Efficient Sample Transfer and 
Rapid Protein Identification by Peptide Mass 
Fingerprinting and Peptide Sequencing; Thomas 
Deierling1; Helen V. Montgomery2; Cornelia Koy1; Peter 
Lorenz4; Koichi Tanaka3; Hans-Juergen Thiesen4; Michael O. 
Glocker1; 1Proteome Center Rostock, University of Rostock, 
Rostock, Germany; 2Shimadzu Biotech, Manchester, UK; 
3Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan; 4Institute for Immunology, 
University of Rostock, Rostock, Germany
MP 539 25-Sample On-Target Parallel Homogenization/ Transfer 
Method for Solvent-free MALDI-MS Analysis of Proteins 
and Peptides; Sarah Trimpin1; Charles N. McEwen2; Michael 
Hare3; Peter S. Spencer1; Max L. Deinzer3; 1Oregon Health & 
Science University, CROET, Portland, OR; 2DuPont 
Corporate Center for Analytical Sciences, Wilmington, DE; 
3Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR
MP 540 MALDIplex™: Automated Parallel Sample Preparation of 
Biofluids for MALDI Mass Spectrometry; Dean G. 
Hafeman1; James B. Harkins1; Donald Loveday1; Jeremy L. 
Norris1; Sheila N. Baker1; 1Protein Discovery, Inc., Knoxville, 
TN
MP 541 Multiple Applications for the Use of Magnetic Streptavidin 
Microparticles in Combination with MALDI-TOF and -
TOF/TOF MS; Katrin Sparbier1; Ronald Aardema2; Irina 
Kessler1; Thomas Wenzel1; Thomas Maier1; Chris G. de 
Koster2; Markus Kostrzewa1; 1Bruker Daltonik GmbH, 
Leipzig, Germany; 2Swammerdam Institute for Life Sciences, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
MP 542 Highly Sensitive and Selective Analysis of Peptides by 
MALDI-TOF Using Polymeric Micelles for Extraction and 
Concentration; Marianny Y. Combariza1; Elamprakash 
Savariar1; Sankaran Thayumanavan1; Richard W. Vachet1;
1University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA
MP 543 Pattern-Based Identification of Protein Structural 
Variations by Mass Spectrometry; Hua Huang1; Mark E. 
McComb1; David H. Perlman1; Hongyuan Luo1; Timonthy P. 
Skelton1; Martin H. Steinberg1; David H. K. Chui1; Catherine 
E. Costello1; 1Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, 
MA
MP 544 Standardization and Evaluation of Magnetic Bead-Based 
Urine Proteome Profiling with MALDI-TOF MS for the 
Detection of New Biomarkers; Sven Baumann1; Uta 
Ceglarek1; Georg Martin Fiedler1; Alexander Leichtle1;
Christof Mayer2; Michael Stumvoll2; Joachim Thiery1;
1University Hospital Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany; 2University of 
Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany
MP 545 MS Analysis of the TNF-&alpha Signaling Complex 
Following a Novel Isolation Approach Combining Biotin 
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and Cross-Linking Methodologies; Julie K Freed1; Andrew 
S Greene2; 1Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI; 
2Biotechnology & Bioengineering Center, Milwaukee, WI
MP 546 Cross-linking Site Mapping of Sindbis Virus Structural 
Proteins; Young Jin Lee1; Christopher B. Whitehurst2; Erik J. 
Soderblom2; Michael B. Goshe2; Dennis T. Brown2; Brett S. 
Phinney1; 1University of California, Davis, CA; 2North 
Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC
MP 547 Is Subtractive Affinity Depletion of Abundant Serum 
Proteins Useful and Reproducible?; Asish B. Chakraborty1;
Scott J. Berger1; Craig Dorschel1; Scott Geromanos1; Guo-
Zhong Li1; John C. Gebler1; 1Waters Corporation, Milford, 
MA
MP 548 Characterization of Immobilized Carboxypeptidase 
Reactors for Protein Sequencing; Marites J. Ayson1;
Richard B. Jacobsen1; Joseph S. Schoeniger1; Renee Shediac1;
1Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, CA
MP 549 In-Solution Isoelectric Focusing of Peptides as a First 
Separation Dimension in Shotgun Proteomics; Mikkel 
Nissum1; Robert Wildgruber1; Gerhard Weber1; Christoph 
Eckerskorn1; 1BD Diagnostics, Martinsried, Germany
MP 550 Differential Protein Expression Between Male and Female 
Human Lumbar Cerebrospinal Fluid after Abundant 
Protein Depletion; Yuko Ogata1; David C. Muddiman2;
LeeAnn Higgins3; Lee Lomas4; B. Mark Keegan5; Steven A. 
Vernino6; H. Robert Bergen5; 1Seattle Biomedical Research 
Institute, Seattle, WA; 2North Carolina State University, 
Raleigh, NC; 3University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN; 
4Ciphergen Biosystems, Fremont, CA; 5Mayo Clinic, 
Rochester, MN; 6UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX
MP 551 Free Flow Electrophoresis (FFE) for MS-based Top-Down 
Proteomics; Matthew P. Torres1; Jun Han1; Hung-Hiang 
Quek2; Craig A. Gelfand2; Christoph H. Borchers1; 1University 
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC; 2BD Diagnostics, 
Preanalytical Systems, Franklin Lakes, NJ
PROTEOMICS:  QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES I 
MP 552 Quantitative Proteomics Identifies Actively Translating 
(Polysome-Associated) and Polysome-Free mRNA-Binding 
Proteins (mRBPs) Upon Stimulation of the Ras/Akt-
Signaling-Pathways in Glial Progenitor Cells; Ivo Fierro-
Monti1; Fabienne Brenet2; Eric C. Holland2; Peter Roepstorff1;
1University of Southern Denmark, Odense, Denmark; 
2Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY
MP 553 Quantitative Carbamylation for Comparative Proteomics;
Peggi M Angel1; Ron Orlando1; 1Complex Carbohydrate 
Research Center/UGA, Athens, GA
MP 554 A New Method for Quantitative Proteomics by Using 
Metal Element Chelated Tags Coupled with Mass 
Spectrometry; Huiling Liu3; Yangjun Zhang1; Jinglan Wang1;
Chunxi Zhou2; Yun Cai1; Xiaohong Qian1; 1Beijing Institute of 
Radiation Medicine, Beijing, China; 2Beijing Proteome 
Research Center, Beijing, China; 3Beijing Institute of 
Transfusion Medicine, Beijing, China
MP 555 Combined Proteomic Strategies for Studying Embryo 
Implantation in Mice; Kristin E. Burnum1; Susanne 
Tranguch1; Takiko Daikoku1; Dale S. Cornett1; S. K. Dey1;
Richard M. Caprioli1; 1Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN
MP 556 Quantitation of Cysteine Oxidation within Redox Sensitive 
Zinc Finger Domain of Estrogen Receptor by Stable 
Isotope and Immuno-Affinity Techniques; Christian 
Atsriku1; David Britton1; Gary Scott1; Brad Gibson1;
Christopher Benz1; Mike Baldwin2; 1Buck Institute for Age 
Research, Novato, CA; 2UCSF Mass Spec. facility, San 
Francisco, CA
MP 557 Identification and Quantitative Analysis of Acrylamide 
Isotope Labeled Serum Proteins Covering Five Logs of 
Protein Abundance; Vitor M Faca1; Marc Coram1; Doug 
Phanstiel1; Veronika Glukhova1; Qing Zhang1; Matthew 
Fitzgibbon1; Martin McIntosh1; Samir Hanash1; 1Fred 
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, WA
MP 558 Reproducibility of Relative Quantification of Membrane 
Proteomes by Isotope-labeling and LC-MALDI MS; Nan 
Zhang1; Chengjie Ji2; Sambasivarao Damaraju1; Vijaya L. 
Damaraju2; Pat Carpenter2; Carol E. Cass1; Liang Li1;
1University of Albera & Cross Cancer Institute, Edmonton, 
Canada; 2University of Albera, Edmonton , Canada
MP 559 A Novel Strategy for the Quantitative Analyses of the 
Oxidized Proteins; Akio Hayashi1; Takaaki Kawai3; Hiroyuki 
Matsumoto2; Kazuo Tsujimoto1; 1JAIST, Nomi, Japan; 
2University of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City, OK; 3AIST, Tokyo, 
Japan
MP 560 MeCAT - A Novel Technique for Quantification on 
Protein Level; Robert Ahrends1; Stefan Pieper1; Andreas 
Kuehn1; Christian Scheler2; Meike Hamester3; Torsten 
Lindemann3; Michael W. Linscheid1; 1Humboldt-Universitaet, 
Berlin, Germany; 2Proteome Factory AG, Berlin, Germany; 
3Thermo, Bremen, Germany
MP 561 Mass Spectrometry-Based Strategies for Semiquantitative, 
Statistical and Clustering Characterization of Complex 
Proteomes; Michael W. Schmidt1; E. Andres Houseman1;
Keita Kono1; Katie Doud1; Dieter A. Wolf1; Alexander R. 
Ivanov1; 1Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA
MP 562 Analysis Platform for Differential Quantitative Proteomics 
Analysis; Ruihua Fang1; Petra Mannová1; Hong Wang1;
Matthew P. Fitzgibbon1; Samir M. Hanash1; Laura Beretta1;
Martin W. McIntosh1; 1Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research 
Center, Seattle, WA
MP 563 Protein Identification and Quantification Based on C-
Terminal Isotope-Coded Tagging; Alexandre Panchaud1;
Michael Affolter2; Philippe Moreillon1; Martin Kussmann2;
1University of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland; 2Nestlé 
Research Centre, Lausanne, Switzerland
MP 564 Top Down Identification of Methanosarcina Acetivorans 
Proteins Using Carbon Monoxide vs. Carbon-13 Labeled 
Methanol as Growth Substrates; Jonathan T. Ferguson1;
Bryan A. Parks1; Jun-Kai Zhang1; William W. Metcalf1; Neil 
L. Kelleher1; 1University of Illinois, Urbana, IL
MP 565 A New Proteomic Method for Quantitative Analysis of 
Peptides and Proteins Using D-labeled and unlabeled N-
Naphthyliodoacetamides and MALDI MS; Sadamu 
Kurono1; Hanjoung Cho2; Hiroyuki Matsumoto3; Satomi 
Niwayama2; 1IBERICA Co., Ltd., Kurume-Shi, Fukuoka, 
Japan; 2Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX; 3University of 
Oklahoma HSC, Oklahoma City, OK
MP 566 Quantitation and Dynamic Visualization of Proteomics 
Data; Brian Halligan1; Yetrib Hathout2; Kristy Brown2; Eric 
Hoffman2; Andrew Greene1; 1Medical College of Wisconsin, 
Milwaukee, WI; 2Children's National Medical Center, 
Washington, DC
MP 567 Isotope-Differentiated Binding Energy Shift Tags 
(IDBEST) in Biomarker Validation and Isoform 
Discovery; Michael P. Hall1; John P. Wilson1; Luke V. 
Schneider1; 1Target Discovery, Inc., Palo Alto, CA
MP 568 Beyond Stable Isotope Labeling: A Mathematical 
Algorithm Capable of Extracting Biological Signal From 
Noise Inherent in Genetically Diverse Populations; Eric J 
Foss1; Dragan Radulovic3; Scott Shaffer2; Antonio Bedalov5;
Leonid Kruglyak4; David R. Goodlett2; 1University of 
Washington/Fred Hutchinson Center, Seattle, WA; 2University 
of Washington, Seattle, WA; 3Florida Atlantic University, 
Boca Raton, FL; 4Princeton University, Princeton, NJ; 5Fred 
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, WA
MP 569 A Computational Tool for Quantitative Proteomics Using 
Stable-Isotope Labeling and LC-MSn; Guanghui Wang1;
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Wells W. Wu1; Trairak Pisitkun1; Mark A. Knepper1; Rong-
Fong Shen1; 1National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, 
Bethesda, MD
MP 570 Label-free Quantitation of Proteins in the Striatum of Rats 
Administrated with Drugs of Abuse; John Flensburg1; Jenny 
Samskog1; Petra Villani2; Fred Nyberg2; Pierre LeGrevés2;
1GE Healthcare Bio-sciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden; 
2Pharmaceutical Biosciences, BMC, Uppsala, Sweden
MP 571 Evaluation of Different Stable Isotopic Labeling 
Approaches to Protein Quantification in LC-MS/MS 
Workflows; Wolfgang Jabs1; Stephanie Hahner1; Sven 
Brand1; Lars Vorwerg1; Ulrike Schweiger-Hufnagel1; Detlev 
Suckau1; 1Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, Germany
MP 572 Mining the Quantitative Information Inherent in LC-
MS/MS Data using Informatics for Peak Area with 
Internal Standard (PAIS); Pedro Cutillas1; Bart 
Vanhaesebroeck1; 1Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research, 
London, UK
MP 573 Global Isotopic Labeling of Protein Digests: Application in 
Quantitative Proteomics and Phosphoproteomics; Michael 
Fedjaev1; Eugene Kanshin1; Alexander Mazur1; Ilya 
Nifant'ev2; Alexey Pshezhetsky1; 1St-Justine Hospital, 
Montreal, Canada; 2Moscow State University, Moscow, 
Russia
MP 574 Automatic and Manual Curation to Improve the 
Significance and Reliability of Relative Protein Abundance 
Measurements; Alexander Loboda1; Wilfred Tang1; Alpesh 
Patel1; Sean Seymour1; Ignat Shilov1; Daniel Schaeffer1;
1Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA
MP 575 Absolute Quantification of ADH Isoenzymes in Human 
Liver using Multiple Reaction Monitoring (MRM) 
Method; Dariusz J Janecki1; Tony Tegeler1; Thomas D. 
Hurley2; William F. Bosron2; Mu Wang1; 1Indiana Centers for 
Applied Protein Sciences, Indianapolis, IN; 2Indiana 
University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, IN
MP 576 Using Repeated Sequencing to Assess the Accuracy of 
emPAI Abundance Estimates from Single Samples;
Deborah H. Lundgren1; Linfeng Wu1; Viveka Maya1; Karim 
Rezaul1; Sunil Hwang1; David K. Han1; 1UCHC, Farmington, 
CT
MP 577 Reproducible FTMS-Based Plasma Profiling of Proteins 
Responsive to 17ß-estradiol (E2) or an ER a-Selective 
Agonist in Female Rats; Ekaterina G Deyanova1; Xuemei 
Zhao1; Laura S Lubbers1; Pete T. Zafian1; Gerry G Hickey1;
Nathan A Yates1; Ronald C Hendrickson1; 1Merck & Co. Inc, 
Rahway, NJ
MP 578 A Probabilistic Framework for Protein and Peptide 
Quantitation; Keith Richardson1; Richard Denny1; John 
Skilling2; Iain Campuzano1; Thérèse McKenna1; Phillip 
Young1; 1Waters Corporation, Manchester, UK; 2Maximum 
Entropy Data Consultants Ltd, Kenmare, Ireland
MP 579 Mass Profiling Approach to the Study of Differential 
Expression in Biologically Relevant Systems – A Study of 
Blood Platelet Aging; Greg W Kilby1; David A Weil1; David 
A Engler2; Rise K Matsunami2; 1Agilent Technologies, Santa 
Clara, CA; 2Texas Heart Institute, Houston, TX
MP 580 Label-Free Mass Spectrometry-Based Differential 
Proteome Analysis of Secreted Proteins Following 
Interferon Alpha Treatment of HepaRG Liver Cells; Hong 
Wang1; Romain Parent1; Samir Hanash1; Laura Beretta1; 1Fred 
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, WA
MP 581 Duty Cycle Optimization for the Quantitation of Protein 
Abundance by LC-MS/MS and Spectral Counting; Simon 
Letarte1; Mathieu Drapeau2; Peter S. McPherson2; Francois R. 
Blondeau2; 1Universite de Montreal, Montreal, CA; 2McGill 
University, Montreal, CA
MP 582 Improved NBS (2-nitrobenzenesulfenyl) Method and a 
New MALDI Matrix for Selective Ionization/Detection of 
NBS-labeled Peptides; Ei-ichi Matsuo1; Chikako Toda1;
Makoto Watanabe1; Noriyuki Ojima1; Shunsuke Izumi2;
Tetsuo Iida1; Taro Masuda1; Toshikazu Minohata1; Eiji Ando1;
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